Irish Girl Guides
Outreach Pack

Foreword
Dear Leader,
I am delighted to introduce our new Outreach Pack, which is an exciting resource tool for you to use with the
girls in your unit and which will also enable you to reach out to potential members from minority
ethnic communities.
The Irish Girl Guides would like our membership to be reflective of the population in our country today so
that the various minority groups in each local community are reflected in the membership of the nearest
IGG Units. We recognise that efforts to attract and integrate girls from different national, ethnic and religious
backgrounds must be tailored to meet local needs and conditions and should be carried out in collaboration
with local communities.
This Outreach Pack was created to help you to welcome girls and women from minority ethnic communities
into your unit. As well as being a resource pack containing educational activities on a wide variety of topics
to use with the girls in your unit, it also provides useful information and advice on how to make your unit
more inclusive.
The pack challenges you and the other leaders in your unit to reflect on your perceptions and practices in
relation to working with girls and young women around identity and minority issues. It informs you about
other cultures, gives advice on cross-cultural communication, and raises awareness of issues that may arise.
Using this pack will ensure that you are better equipped to be more inclusive and responsive to the needs of
the community in which you are now living and working.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Department of Education, Youth Affairs Section for
allocating funding to enable us to produce this Outreach Pack. I would also like to congratulate Mary Emmett,
Chairman of the IGG Outreach Committee and her committee members and to thank them for all their hard
work in putting this pack together. Thanks also to the members of the national Ladybird, Brownie, Guide and
Senior Branch committees for their input and advice regarding the compilation of activities in section two.
The Outreach Committee worked in collaboration with the Outreach Development Officer in National Office
to produce the pack, as a result of which we have a resource that is informative, useful and exciting.
The Report of the Taskforce on Active Citizenship (March 2007) recommended ‘that all forms of community
and voluntary organisations should be encouraged to undertake proactive initiatives to reach out and
engage with newcomers in Irish society’. I am delighted that the Irish Girl Guides are doing so. It is
particularly appropriate that we are launching our Outreach Pack in 2008, the European Year of Intercultural
Dialogue.
I look forward to seeing how our organisation will reap the rewards of integration and inclusion to the benefit
of all our members.
Yours in Guiding,

Emer O’Sullivan,
Chief Commissioner
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Guiding Glossary
Area – a division of one of the seven administrative regions that IGG is divided into. Each Area is further
sub-divided into a number of Districts.
Branches – the different age groups that the Irish Girl Guides work with.
Brown Owl – a name used for a Brownie Guide Leader.
Brownie Guide – a member of IGG aged 6½ - 11 years.
Commissioner – a warranted Leader with a specific responsibility e.g. District, Area.
Compulsory Challenges – the compulsory sections of the Guide programme
Core Challenges – the compulsory sections of the Brownie Guide programmes
Distribution Centre – place where uniforms, badges and resources for leaders may be purchased.
District - a sub-division of a Guiding Area which is made up of a number of local Units.
Enrolment – when a member makes her Promise and is presented with the appropriate Branch Trefoil pin.
Executive Committee – the national committee responsible for the management of the Irish Girl Guides.
Guide – a member of IGG aged 10½ - 15 years.
I.G.G. - abbreviation for the Irish Girl Guides
Ladybird– a member of IGG aged 5 - 7 years.
Law – one of the fundamental principles of Guiding, a simple code that its members live by.
Leader – an adult volunteer who works with a Unit.
Leadership Team – the voluntary leaders responsible for the running of a local IGG Unit.
Logo – the IGG emblem adapted for each Branch.
National Office – the headquarters of IGG, situated in Dublin.
Neckerchief – a triangular scarf worn around the neck.
Numbered Challenges – the ‘pick and choose’ section of the Brownie programme.
Optional Challenges - the 'pick and choose' section of the Guide programme.
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Guiding Glossary
Outreach Committee – the voluntary committee responsible for IGG’s outreach pro
Outreach Development Officer – the staff member responsible for supporting the Outreach Committee to carry
out IGG’s outreach programme.
Outreach Project – a pilot outreach project run by IGG in Corduff, Dublin in 2006
Outreach Programme – the totality of the outreach initiatives undertaken by the Outreach Committee.
Patrol – a group of 6-8 Guides who work under the leadership of one of their peers, the Patrol Leader.
Programme – the totality of informal educational activities and experiences provided for members.
Promise – the three-part commitment that girls and adults make when they are enrolled as members of IGG.
Ranger – a member of IGG aged 14½ - 21 years.
Regional Development Officer – an employee of IGG whose responsibility is to support local leaders and to
help develop Guiding in her Region.
Safety Guidelines – a booklet containing important information on insurance, safety and activities.
Senior Branch – members of IGG from 14½ years to 26 years of age.
Six – a group of 6-8 Brownies who work under the leadership of one of their peers, the Sixer.
Trefoil – a three-part emblem, representing the three parts of the Promise.
Uniform – worn by members of IGG and differentiated according to the age group – Ladybird, Brownie, Guide,
Senior Branch or adult Leaders.
Unit – a local group of girls with leaders, who meet on a weekly basis.
Unit Leader - the leader who is responsible for the running of a local Unit with the help of assistant leaders.
Woggle - a leather woven band worn around the neckerchief.
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Section One

The Irish Girl Guides’
Outreach Programme
The Irish Girl Guides (IGG) is a national organisation for girls and young women which operates in local
units throughout the Republic of Ireland. Membership of IGG is open to all who accept the Guiding
ethos which includes the Promise and Law.
Irish society has changed rapidly in recent years and there are now people from over 100 countries
living and working in Ireland. The 2006 census revealed that 1 in 10 people living in Ireland was born
outside the country.
In 2005 the IGG Executive Committee decided that every effort should be made to broaden the
perspective of our organisation and our members. An application was made to the Department of
Education, Youth Affairs Section for funding that would enable us to carry out a service project on the
theme of diversity targeted towards girls who would traditionally not have the opportunity to avail of
Guiding. We also applied to the Department for funding to employ an Outreach Development Officer
who would initiate and support the project, and would build up the capacity of our members to branch
out into the new communities in Irish society.
This funding application was successful and we are very grateful to the Department for enabling us to
work towards our aim for the membership of IGG to be a true reflection of those living in communities
throughout Ireland today.
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An outreach committee was set up whose aims are to:
•

organise service projects for the target group

•

develop promotional material to be directed at parents and guardians of potential project
participants explaining why Guiding would benefit their child

•

develop resources to enable IGG leaders to adapt our programme to the needs of targeted
communities

•

Section One

The Outreach Committee

train our volunteer leaders to be able to meet the challenges of integrating and working with our
target group

•

train women from within the target group communities to be IGG leaders

•

raise awareness of our members to the challenges faced by the target group in today’s Ireland

•

identify the management qualities an organisation requires in order to cope with the challenges
of its interculturalisation

Outreach Development Officer
An Outreach Development Officer was employed to support the volunteer members of the Outreach
Committee in their work. The duties of the Outreach Development Officer are to:
•

help to develop and implement IGG’s integration strategy

•

promote IGG’s outreach programme in the community

•

provide a comprehensive outreach training and support scheme for IGG Leaders

•

liase with other organisations to inform them about IGG’s outreach programme

•

raise IGG members’ awareness of girls and young women from minority ethnic communities

•

train IGG leaders and trainers and raise their awareness of the benefits and challenges of
integration

•

help IGG leaders to target girls and young women from minority ethnic communities, to promote
Guiding to their parents and to integrate the girls and young women into their units

The Outreach Development Officer is based in IGG National Office and is available for support and
advice on any aspect of outreach work. Email outreach@irishgirlguides.ie
She is available to travel to different parts of Ireland to promote the contents of this pack, and to
provide trainings for leaders on the integration of girls and young women from minority ethnic
communities into their units. Leaders wishing to avail of this support should contact their District or
Area Commissioners to ask them to coordinate the visit of the Outreach Development Officer to their
District or Area in order to maximise the benefit of her visit to that locality.

Pilot Outreach Project, Corduff, 2006
A pilot outreach project entitled “One World, Diverse Cultures” was held in Corduff, Dublin in the
summer of 2006. This project included three fun days and a five-day long non-residential summer
camp for an average of 50 participants, of whom one third were from minority ethnic communities.
The other participants were Irish girls, some of whom were members of the local IGG Brownie Unit.
A full report on the planning and organisation of this project is held on file in IGG National Office and is
available on request from the Outreach Development Officer by telephoning 01-668 3898 or emailing
outreach@irishgirlguides.ie.
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Outreach Pack
The experience of running the pilot outreach project clearly demonstrated the necessity for IGG to
develop materials and resources which would demonstrate the positive benefits of the integration of
girls and women from minority ethnic communities into IGG Units and would equip our leaders with
the information, skills and tools necessary to reach out to the wider community.
This Outreach Pack was created and developed in order to:
•

give advice on the integration of immigrant and minority ethnic women and children into IGG

•

enable leaders to adapt their educational programmes to the needs of these new members

•

provide practical activities to raise awareness about issues such as diversity and interculturalism
for use in IGG units

The Outreach Pack is subdivided into three sections for ease of use.
Section One
gives an introduction to IGG’S Outreach Programme. It includes considerations leaders should make
when recruiting and integrating girls and women from minority ethnic communities into their local
units. Definitions on prejudice, racism, stereotyping and discrimination are provided. This section also
provides leaders with help points for more effective cross cultural communication and examples of
cultural and communication diversity. Aspects of Guiding that may unintentionally exclude potential
members are also pointed out.
Section Two
provides many examples of awareness-raising activities that can be carried out by leaders with the
girls in their local units. These activities are an exciting and fun way of exploring different cultures
around the world, our own identity and how people from different backgrounds interact. By taking
part in the activities, girls will start to appreciate the similarities and differences between their way of
life and the way of life of other cultures.
Logos for the appropriate IGG Branch (Ladybird, Brownie, Guide and Senior Branch) are printed beside
each activity so that leaders can see at a glance if the activity is suitable for the age range of girls they
are working with.
“Notes to leaders” are provided and give practical advice on best practice in briefing and debriefing
the girls before and after carrying out the activities with them.
The activities are subdivided into the following categories – identity and belonging, diversity and
respect, cross cultural communication, inclusion and exclusion, celebrating cultural diversity. The
latter category includes samples of crafts, recipes, songs and games from other countries. References
are listed at the back of the pack should leaders wish to source further activities on any of these
topics.w
Section Three
includes useful background information for leaders regarding various nationalities living in Ireland and
the major religions practised in Ireland.
For each of these religions, practical information is provided regarding diet, dress and religious
observances so that leaders with a member(s) from a minority ethnic community will know what
adaptations, if any, they may have to make to their weekly programme or when going on an outing or
to a residential event.
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Contact information for the major religions in Ireland is also provided should leaders require further
information, help or advice. Useful contact details for appropriate organisations in Ireland are also
listed.

It is envisaged that leaders will use sections one and three as reference information to be accessed as
appropriate, and will use the activities in section two with the girls in the units on a regular, on-going
basis.
These activities have been cross-referenced with the programme material for the appropriate IGG
Branch – Ladybird, Brownie, Guide and Senior Branch - so that leaders will know when the girls in their
units have completed a section of the educational Guiding programme by carrying out an outreach

Section One

Use of the pack

activity.
For further questions or information about any aspect of this pack, please telephone the Irish Girl
Guides National Office at 668 3898 or 668 9035 and ask to speak to the Outreach Development
Officer or email outreach@irishgirlguides.ie.
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Recruiting girls and young women from
minority ethnic communities into IGG
Feel free to contact the Outreach Development Officer in the Irish Girl Guides National Office with any
queries you may have or for any information you may require by telephoning 01-668 3898 or emailing
outreach@irishgirlguides.ie
Many people have little or no experience of interacting with people from different cultural
backgrounds, and this may result in feelings of nervousness, anxiety and apprehension. These
feelings are overcome by simply becoming more informed about other cultures and having a set of
commonsense guidelines to follow when meeting and communicating with people from different
cultures.
Initially, leaders should ask themselves the following questions:
•

How do I react to difference?

•

Would I welcome a girl from a different country/ culture into my unit?

•

Do I have space in my unit currently to take in a girl(s) from a minority ethnic community?

•

Am I willing to use this Outreach Pack to address the various issues with the girls who are currently
in my unit?

Leaders should reflect on the diversity in the community in which they live, and think about the
positive value this diversity can have in their community. Ways in which communities are diverse
include: demographical, social, cultural, educational, rural, urban, ethnic, etc. Positive values of
diversity include: awareness and understanding of other cultures and faiths.
The Unit leader should discuss the possibility of welcoming a girl(s) from minority ethnic communities
into the unit in advance with the other members of her leadership team. She should ensure that all
of the leaders in the unit are open to this possibility and have a positive attitude to outreach and
integration.
In an area with a larger population from minority ethnic communities, prior to recruiting girls and
young women it is advisable to:
•

develop links with local immigrant communities to inform them about IGG and to seek advice about
how Guiding can be more open to their members.

•

cooperate with ethnic, cultural or religious organisations in the area. Contact the chairperson to
ask their permission to inform adults about Guiding – what it means and what opportunities there
are locally for girls to join IGG.

•

network in the locality, meeting with key people in the local community e.g. community
development officers, local charities, the youth services.

•

arrange to have a contact person in the locality where you want to find new members. Inform this
person about Guiding and try to have him or her with you in the actual recruitment situation.

•

have a special meeting with parents in an area where Guiding is not well known in order to make
them feel that they can trust IGG to be a good organisation for their daughters to join.

•

organise a “Try Guiding” meeting when participants can take part in “taster” sessions of different
aspects of the Guiding programme in order for the girls and their parents to get an idea of what it
is about.
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•

Parents of potential members may not know which youth organisations are available in the locality
that their daughter could join. Leaders should advertise their unit as widely as possible in the local
community, clearly promoting the benefits and advantages of membership. Promotional leaflets
and posters for this purpose are available on request from Regional Development Officers or from

Section One

Points to remember when recruiting girls and women
from minority ethnic backgrounds

IGG National Office. Leaders can put their own contact details on this material so that parents of
potential members can contact them directly.
•

Leaders should promote the fact that IGG has credibility as a reputable organisation which has
been in existence for almost 100 years in Ireland.

•

Guiding is an extremely well recognised international organisation with over 10 million members
worldwide. Leaders should be aware that the people they are talking to may have had experience
of Guiding in their own country.

•

If a girl/adult was a member of Guiding in her own country, leaders should be aware that a transfer
system exists and should contact National Office for the procedure to be followed.

•

Children of immigrant parents may have been born in Ireland and may be Irish citizens. This may be
a key aspect of their identity.

•

Leaders may not know if potential members are refugees or economic migrants. It is not
appropriate to enquire about this. A young girl may not even be aware of her status in the country.
Leaders should let the parent or child volunteer the information if they feel comfortable enough to
do so. In the case of refugees, the person may have suffered an ordeal or experienced very difficult
circumstances which forced them to leave their home country and leaders must be sensitive to this.

Communication and cultural differences
Once a girl from a minority ethnic community becomes a member of IGG, the leader should make an
effort to ensure that the girl and her parents understand the notices regarding unit meetings, events,
outings etc. that the girl receives. If possible, leaders should try to send notes home to the parents in
their own language. Leaders should be aware that the girls’ level of English is often much better than
their parents.
Leaders should be aware of using phrases that only IGG members would understand e.g. Patrol, Brown
Owl, neckerchief, woggle. If these words or phrases must be used, they should be explained so that
everybody understand them.
It is possible that cultural differences may mean that meeting times or activities may be inappropriate
for some potential members e.g. Jews may not be able to take part in activities on the Sabbath.
Leaders may have to consider changing the day and/or time to accommodate potential members.
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The main purpose of Guiding is to promote the development of girls and young women in achieving
their full physical, intellectual, social and spiritual potential as individuals, responsible citizens and
members of their local, national and international communities.
Guiding offers girls and young women opportunities to:
• develop self-awareness, self-respect and self-confidence
• participate in a structured, exciting and challenging leisure time activity
• make friends and share experiences
• learn and develop a wide variety of practical life-skills
• learn leadership and decision-making skills
• develop a sense of responsibility for their local and wider communities
• value the natural environment
•

develop their personal values and respect for others

•

foster cultural understanding and knowledge of the global community

Aspects of Guiding that may
unintentionally exclude
potential members
Unfortunately certain aspects of Guiding may, unintentionally, exclude potential members, particularly
from minority ethnic communities. It is important to be aware of them. These may include:

Cost of membership
The cost of membership e.g. affiliation fees, uniform, subscription may be off-putting to a potential
member and her parents. However leaders should bear in mind that Special Needs grants to help pay
such expenses may be available on application through the Regions. It may also be possible for the
Unit to subsidise the girl’s membership costs.
Leaders should also bear in mind that there are certain times of the year when families will be under
a financial strain e.g. September when children return to school or in January when spending for
Christmas may have overstretched the family’s budget. If possible, they should try to avoid such times
of the year when asking families to pay substantial amounts to the Unit.

Uniform
The uniform, as your Unit wears it, may not be suitable for girls from other cultural backgrounds,
particularly those with cultural traditions regarding dress e.g. in some cultures girls should not
wear trousers. Leaders should be aware that skirts are a uniform option and should contact the IGG
Distribution Centre.
Adaptations may be necessary and flexibility should be exercised where possible. For example, leaders
should be aware that a hijab is available for sale in the IGG Distribution Centre.
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There may be a perception that Guiding is just for Christians. It is important to make it clear that
Guiding is open to girls and young women from all faiths.
Leaders should consider the religious symbols and ceremonies used in their unit (e.g. prayer time at
opening and closing of meetings, grace at mealtimes, church parades). These should be adapted to be
as inclusive as possible.
In addition to encouraging the girls to attend their own form of religion, leaders can include a Guides’

Section One

Religion

Own in the programme for Unit events. All of the girls can be included in the production and delivery
of the Guides’ Own, which is a good way of inclusively expressing spiritual moments within a Unit.

Religious observances
In accordance with the Constitution of the Irish Girl Guides, the religious beliefs of all members should
be respected. The religious policy of IGG is that:
•

if a unit is composed of members of various forms of religion, they should be encouraged to attend
the services of their own form of religion

•

in camp or on holiday any form of daily prayer should be of the simplest character, attendance
being voluntary

•

where it is not permissible under a rule of the religion of any member to attend religious
observances other than her own form of religion, the leaders of the unit must see that such a rule
is strictly observed while the girl is under their care

IGG Promise
The IGG Guide Promise is:
I promise on my honour to do my best
to do my duty to God and my country,
to help other people at all times
and to obey the Guide Law.

Alternative Promise for non-Irish nationals
Leaders should be aware that the following alternative forms of the Promise are provided for non-Irish
nationals wishing to become members of the Irish Girl Guides:
Alternative Brownie Guide Promise for non-Irish nationals
I promise to do my best
to do my duty to God, my country and to the country in which I am living,
to help those at home every day and
to obey the Brownie Guide Law.
Alternative Guide/Ranger/Young Leader Promise for non-Irish nationals
I promise on my honour to do my best
to do my duty to God, my country and to the country in which I am living,
to help other people at all times
and to obey the Guide Law.
Please note that a member previously enrolled in her own country does not need to be enrolled again
as a member of the Irish Girl Guides.
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Guidelines to facilitate the integration
of minority ethnic girls into your Unit
•

Our culture shapes the way we perceive the world and how we make sense of it. It affects the way
we interact with others and with our environment. How we dress, what we believe and fear; what
we assume, and what we consider right or wrong is determined by our culture as well as by our
personality and human nature.

•

Remember you have not been born with your culture, you have learned it as everybody else has.
There are different cultures; no culture is better or worse than another.

•

Creating a Guiding culture that welcomes diversity means creating an open, tolerant atmosphere
within your Unit.

•

Do not assume that you know a person just because you have a bit of information about their
country of origin or about their culture.

•

When facing people who are not acting as you would expect, try to distance yourself and not to take
it as a personal affront.

•

Some of the people who have immigrated to Ireland in the last few years come from countries with
more than 150 million people. If you have a bad experience with a particular person, try not to take it
out on the rest of their national group.

•

Think of the young girls/women you are going to meet. Learn about their culture and identify their
language. Meeting people from different backgrounds is an enriching experience; do not be afraid to
ask them questions in a respectful way.

•

Challenge stereotypes and counter prejudice towards other groups among the girls in your Unit.

•

Think about the situation in terms of intervention and prevention.

•

Agree to some ground rules with your Unit, such as the use of appropriate language and respecting
diverse opinions. You should encourage the girls not to tolerate offensive jokes.

•

Avoid presenting young people from different cultural backgrounds as exotic or the majority group
as ‘normal’. Try to imagine yourself in their situation away from the familiarity of your home.

•

Recognise that girls in Ireland may have different cultural or religious needs and plan to
accommodate these where possible. Be sensitive to and respectful of their concerns and needs.

•

Make sure that the new girls are actively engaged. While this may be difficult in the early stages, it
is very important for the new girls to feel that they are participating and included during meetings.
Make a point of making direct contact with the new girls regularly.

•

Avoid cultural misunderstandings, e.g. cultural attitudes of privacy. Don’t be afraid to say if you
don’t know. Don’t pretend to understand if you don’t.

•

Do not assume that because two or more people share a common nationality they will get on.

•

Pronouncing names properly is very important. Leaders may have difficulty pronouncing foreign
names. Ask the girl, or if the girl is very young, ask her mother or father to tell you how to
pronounce it.

• Emphasise the common identities and interests of young people, while recognising that young people
are individuals and therefore unique
• Good communication is very important. Make sure you speak as clearly as possible especially with girls
who might belong to other linguistic backgrounds (see guidelines overleaf)
• Initially you may need to explain everything individually to the girl who might have difficulties with the
English language. After a while, you may find a buddy for her among the other girls in the Unit who can
assist, e.g. pair her up with one of the girls she is getting on well with and this girl can fill her in on
anything she doesn’t fully understand.
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Young girls whose parents have immigrated to Ireland generally have a very good level of English.
Learning a foreign language is a much more difficult task for older people and the girl’s parents might
have more difficulties interacting in English with leaders. Occasionally, leaders can be assisted by the
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Guidelines for a more effective cross
cultural communication
girls to communicate with their parents. Be aware though that it might not always be appropriate for
some girls to be present at these conversations.
Communicating with people with whom we share a cultural background can often be difficult; we face
misunderstandings on a daily basis. Communicating across cultures can be challenging. Our cultural
background influences how we communicate, the way we speak as well as listen, how we structure
and articulate our thoughts and how we use body language and express emotion. Several styles of
communication exist. If we interact with people with a different style to ours, it might be puzzling. Try
to take this into consideration when interacting with people from other cultures.
When interacting with people who speak English as their native language or as one of their native
languages, remember that even though you share a common language with them, their style of
communication might be different to yours. As a general rule, it is important that leaders are very
aware of their use of language and the way they communicate.
Below are some guidelines that might help you to interact with people from linguistic backgrounds
other than English:
•

Girls from linguistic backgrounds other than English might have problems communicating in English
but they might speak four or five other languages. Try not to display patronizing attitudes towards
them.

•

Learning another language takes time, some girls have more difficulties than others. Think about
your own experience of learning a different language.

•

Make sure you speak clearly and slowly. Don’t use idioms, sayings, acronyms or technical words.

•

Paraphrase your message using different words to help communication. Don’t repeat the same
phrase again and again. It might be intimidating. If the message was not understood, you need to
say the same thing in a different way.

•

When conveying instructions, do not raise your voice. It is offensive and does not contribute to
better understanding.

•

Remember, nodding and repeating “yes” and “ok” does not imply that the girls understand what you
are saying or asking them to do.

•

We not only communicate through verbal language, we also use body language. Some cultures rely
heavily on facial gestures and body movements. Be aware of your body language, you might be
conveying messages that you do not wish to.

•

Encourage the girl to share a few words and phrases from her language, and make the effort to
learn and use some expressions in the girl’s language.

•

Use different methods to communicate including drama, visual material and art work. Use pictorial
and multilingual signs (as opposed to those written in only one language).

•

When interacting with people with a different style of communication to yours, try to observe their
gestures and listen as attentively as possible. Suspend judgement and do not adopt a defensive
attitude.

• Action based activites can be best for children with little English.
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Section One

Examples of cultural and
communication diversity
(The content of this section is a very small sample and by no means intended to be a
comprehensive description of cultures and communication styles. Moreover, many people
belonging to some of the groups mentioned below might not adhere to these descriptions.
Cultures and human beings are never static, they constantly evolve, change and adapt to different
environments)
For many people from Eastern Africa keeping eye contact can be disrespectful, especially speaking
with older people. For Americans (US) or British, eye contact is a requirement but they would be
uncomfortable if they are stared at, while Mediterranean (Southern European) people would be more
at ease with that.
The meaning of the volume in which we speak can also change between cultures. Speaking loud might
appear to some, including Irish, as if the person speaking is angry. In other cultures such as Nigerian,
this could convey that the person is excited and happy.
Regarding gestures and body movements, Mediterranean people are very expressive. Italians, for
example, often communicate messages only through gestures.
Placing oneself in close proximity to others, as Brazilians would freely do, is perfectly acceptable in
many cultures. It would however make Americans (North), British and Irish people feel ill at ease.
In the professional world in Ireland it is not appropriate to display emotions - it is deemed to be
unprofessional. However, in other cultures is not only acceptable, but those who don’t are viewed as
cold.
Many Asian people are uncomfortable disagreeing and tend to avoid confrontation. They hardly ever
say “no” in order not to offend the other person. They would however, express their views and wishes
in a different way, indirectly. These messages are confusing for many Europeans and for Americans
who are more accustomed to receiving messages in a very direct manner and accept confrontation as
a necessary part of life.
Politeness is another example of cultural conventions. What might be regarded as polite by Irish
people might be rude to other cultures. For example, for Irish people being polite involves saying
“thank you” and “please” at particular situations, whereas for Spanish people, saying “thank you” at
some of those same situations could be viewed with suspicion and considered rude. Moreover, many
Europeans would never consider expressing gratitude to people for doing their job.
In a similar way, there exist a multitude of greetings around the world including shaking hands, kissing,
bowing, embracing, nodding etc.
While some of the differences between cultures are being stressed, there are many more similarities
among human beings than differences. However, it is important for leaders to be aware of these
differences in order to be more open and understanding towards all the girls and young women they
might work with.
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Perceptions
Since potential members may fear discrimination or isolation from established members, leaders
should make every effort to ensure that these fears are allayed. By carrying out many of the activities
contained in this pack with her unit before a potential member joins, the leader will ensure that the

Section One

Definitions of Frequently Used Terms

girls and the other leaders are open to integration.
Leaders should be aware that prejudices, racism, and stereotypes about particular groups, fear of the
unknown and a desire to maintain the status quo may be barriers to diversity and integration.

Prejudice
Prejudice means prejudging somebody or a situation before we are aware of or know the facts. Based
on insufficient information about others, we often tend to pre-judge them on what we believe we know
about them. The word prejudice widely refers to the hostile attitudes that we frequently have towards
people who come from a different ethnic background without really knowing them.
Everybody has prejudices. We need to understand them and try to find out where they originate. We
all need to be aware of these feelings in order to counteract them.

Racism
According to the National Action Plan Against Racism, “Racism is a specific form of discrimination
and exclusion faced by minority ethnic groups. It is based on the false belief that some “races”
are inherently superior to others because of different skin colour, nationality, ethnic or cultural
background”.
The word “race” is an old term used more than a century ago; it suggests that different species of
human beings exist. However, “all human beings belong to a single species and are descended from
a common stock. They are born equal in dignity and rights and all form an integral part of humanity.”
(Article 1.1, Declaration on Race and Racial Prejudice Adopted and proclaimed by the General
Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization at its twentieth
session, on 27 November 1978)
Leaders should be aware of racism among the girls. Ladybirds (5-7 years) don’t realise what they
are saying, Brownies (7-11 years) have more awareness and Guides (11-15 years) know when they are
saying or doing something inappropriate. Leaders should also be aware of racism among parents. For
example, parents might not want their child to join IGG because there are “foreign” children there.

Stereotyping
Stereotypes refer to generalisations about people based on limited or inaccurate information. These
misrepresentations might originate from sensationalist media, or from what other people might say.
Sometimes these false impressions are reinforced by our own experiences. When this happens, try to
be open-minded and not to generalise a whole group of people based on a negative encounter with a
member of that group.
Stereotypes can be positive or negative. We need to see beyond them, especially the negative ones.
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Discrimination
In this context, discrimination refers to the less favourable and prejudicial treatment of certain people
due to their ethnic background and/or national origins. There are different types of discrimination:
Direct discrimination suggests an explicit detrimental treatment of minority ethnic population. Direct
discrimination would include expressing offensive verbal remarks, ignoring the needs of minority
ethnic girls, avoiding them or rejecting their membership.
Indirect discrimination is more difficult to detect as it is not explicit. It refers to the policies and
practices that, while appearing fair as they are applied to everybody, discriminate a sector of that
population as those policies impact them in a disadvantageous way. For example when services
are being provided to everybody equally but do not account for the linguistic needs of some of the
population.
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Section Two

Notes to Leaders on Section Two
Section Two is designed to be a fun, interactive, informal way of running educational activities with the
girls in your unit around identity, diversity, respect and interculturalism while also challenging their
attitudes to exclusion, prejudice and discrimination.
By taking part in these activities the girls will learn to reflect on their own attitudes and be more positive
about diversity whether at home, at school, in Guiding or in the wider world. The activities also help to
build trust between the girls, promote teamwork, improve communication skills and increase their self
esteem while still focussing on the core issues of the pack. This is achieved through sharing and reflecting
by means of group work, role plays, brainstorming, moving debate, non-verbal communication etc.
Section Two is divided into five parts and is designed to be flexible so that you can dip in and out of the
different activities throughout the year, with the possibility of a gentle introduction to start with and
delving further as the year goes on. By using the activities on an on-going basis rather than on one night
a year, they can have a more lasting effect. The five parts are:
1. Identity and belonging promotes a positive identity and a sense of belonging which will help empower
every girl to develop a confident self- and group-identity, while still respecting the identity and rights of
others.
2. Diversity and respect raises awareness and a positive understanding of diversity, while developing a
sense of the importance of respect for diversity.
3. Cross cultural communication reflects on the way we communicate and enhances our
communication skills while also highlighting some difficulties which may be faced when communicating
with people from different backgrounds or cultures.
4. Inclusion and exclusion helps the girls to appreciate the feelings generated by being excluded and
therefore to comprehend the importance of inclusion in an intercultural society.
5. Celebrating cultural diversity brings together crafts, recipes, games, music and song from around
the world.
The age range for each activity is indicated with the IGG Branch logo(s). However, as much as each
girl is different and unique, so is every unit, so please remember this is only a guide. Feel free to adapt
activities to the level that the girls in your unit are at. Also, if an activity covers part of the Branch
programme, the programme link has been given for your reference.

Key things to remember when using the activities
from the pack
•

It is important to know the girls in your unit well before doing an activity. Sensitivity may be needed
with certain activities as issues may be raised for particular girls.

•

It would be helpful to set a group contract before using the pack with the girls, so as to support the
setting up of a safe space with respect, trust, confidentiality as this will also encourage an open,
caring and non-judgmental environment.

•

Try to bring a positive and upbeat attitude to the evening. As the leader, you can play a key role in
setting the tone.
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•

Encourage all the girls to take part, not only in the activity, but in the debriefing as well. We all learn
through doing.

Be flexible and adaptable as one of the activities might work well with one group and not with others.
It depends greatly on the girls’ participation and energy or simply their form on that evening. Be sure
to try again!

•

Try to link the activities together as this will help the girls to see the bigger picture.

•

Look out for specific ‘Notes to leaders’ on some activities as these will be either a particular tip for
that activity or possibly a word of caution when considering doing that activity with your girls e.g. the

Section Two

•

tree of life.

Debriefing & evaluation
With most activities debriefing notes have been included at the end to encourage reflection, to have a
discussion about the activity and to allow the girls to process what they have learned. Sometimes the
debriefing can be more of a learning experience than the actual activity itself and can help to give the
girls closure on the activity.
Why debriefing? Some of the benefits of debriefing are that it
-

Summarises information learned in the activity

-

Encourages self-expression and reflection

-

Highlights key learning

-

Helps to make sense of the experience

-

Encourages observation, insight and general awareness both during and after the activity

-

Shows that we care about the girls’ experiences and feelings during and after the activity

-

Provides a forum to give the girls facts and information around the topic

The leader’s role in debriefing is to guide the discussion process, adding or interpreting information if
necessary, but she should try to avoid drawing conclusions or forming a generalisation. It is important
that the girls feel free to voice their opinions and that these are heard.
The general type of questions used to help create discussion during the debriefing would be - how do
you feel? what happened? what did you learn? how does it relate to the real world? what if? where do
we go from here ?
On the activity index below navy ticks indicate the level of debriefing experience the leader should
have before deciding to run that activity with the girls in her unit as per the chart below.

Tick

Activity level & debriefing experience required

✔

No debriefing needed, good warm up games/introduction for each section – so work
away.

✔✔

Gentle introduction to discussion-raising activities – it’s a great place to start
debriefing an activity.

✔✔✔

These activities dig a little deeper and possibly take the girls out of their comfort
zone. Use the guidelines, get comfortable with the topic – give it a go.

✔✔✔✔

These are great activities and can generate good discussion and learning. They are
quite powerful, so caution is needed. The leader needs to know all the girls involved
well and must have experience in debriefing – it is always good to have an energizer
afterwards to revitalise the girls again.
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Page

Notes to Leaders
Energisers

Level
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26

Part 1 - Identity and belonging
Throw the ball
Counter game
Valuing Others
Groups
Identity T-shirts
All about me
Tree of life

28
28
29
29
30
30
32









Who influences my ideas?

35
35



Everyone belongs in my
community

36



36
38



Guess my identity

If it was…our world!
Passport





Part 2 - Diversity and respect
Human bingo
Outlines
Me too!
Take a good look
Snapshot
Diversity thermometer
Respecting others
Leaving home
The Travelling people
What did you say?
Guess the Religion
The story of the rainbow

39
41
41
42
42
45
46
47
48
49
51
53














Part 3 - Cross cultural communication
One world story
Under, over & through the middle
Greeting game
Hello & Goodbye
Untangle the knot
Ski Walk
We are off to America
Blind Trail
Pictures say a thousand words
What’s in a gesture?

55
55
56
57
58
58
59
60
60
61













Part 4 - Inclusion and exclusion
The big wind blows
Spot the star
The obstacle
Sticker Game
Unequal distribution
Four corners
Labels
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62
62
63
64
65
66
67









Ladybirds

Brownies

Guides

Senior Branch

The exclusion game
Including and excluding

Level

68
69
70





Part 5 - Celebrating cultural diversity

Ladybirds

Brownies

Guides

Senior Branch
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Force the circle

Page

Crafts
Handprint – dove (unity) wreath
Korean fan
Piñata
Chinese new year lanterns
Paper plate maracas
A Kenyan collage
Chinese dragon
Egyptian bookmarks

71
72
73
74
74
75
75
77










78
79
79
80
81



Catch the chuang

81



Rabbit without a house

82
82



82
83
83



84
84
85
85
86
86



Dream catchers
Bead craft
Swedish dove
Celebrating cultures calender
Making castanets






Games

I wen hu
Jan, ken, pon
Hawk and hens
Sheep & hyena
Shoe game
The ocean is stormy
Mother, Father, Baby
Down, Down, Down
Da ga
Hanukkah spinning top










Music/songs
World of music
Songs

87
87




Food activities & recipes
Food from around the world
Shopping trip
Pizza
Koko
Banana toast
Sushi
Afghan biscuits
Guacamole
Turkish delight
Hummus
Choc-orange bites
Keftedes
Chocolate truffles

90
90



91
92



92
93
93



94
94
94
95
95
95
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Energisers
What is an Energiser?
Energisers are fun, quick and easy activities. They are a useful technique when girls are tired, bored,
energy levels have dropped or where motivation is missing. A few samples suitable for all ages are
given below.

Impulse†
What you need: nothing
What to do: Ask the girls to form a circle while holding hands. Ask them to send a pulse signal
through the group e.g. a squeeze, hand tickle etc. Time it. Challenge the girls to do it faster.
Note to Leaders: If you allow them several opportunities to try this, make sure you have a timer
that will display hundredths of a second.

Blooop†
What you need: Balloons (1 per team of 4-6 girls)
What to do: Divide the girls into teams of 4-6, and give each team a balloon to inflate. In their
team, ask them to join hands and form a circle. The objective is to keep the balloon off the floor
by hitting it into the air, without letting go of their hands. They can count along every time they
hit it into the air. However if the balloon hits the ground or the circle breaks, they must start at
zero again. See which team can reach the highest number.

Guess Who?
What you need: An orange or a small ball
What to do: Ask the girls to form a tight circle, where the girls’ shoulders are touching and ask
one girl to volunteer. She stands in the middle of the circle. Explain that, in a minute when all
their eyes are closed, you will place an orange or a tennis ball in someone’s hands. Then, when
you say “start”, they should all open their eyes and pass the orange or ball around the back of
the circle. The girl in the middle has three guesses to find out who has the orange/ball.
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What you need:
What to do:

A chair

Ask the girls to form a straight line with the tallest at the back u p to the smallest at

the front facing the leader who is standing on the chair at the top of the hall. Explain that, when
the leader puts her hands straight up, they jump up in the air; when the leader calls “right”,they

Section Two

Jump up & Bounce

jump to the right and then jump back into the line; and when the leader calls “left”, they jump
to the left and jump back into the line. However when the leader points to her right they jump
to their right, then jump back into the line, and when the leader points to her left they jump to
their left and jump back into the line again. The game can be run in two ways - one just for fun
and energy, or if a girl goes wrong she sits out until you have a winner. You can play the game
several times.

Human Machine*
What you need:
What to do:

nothing

Divide the girls into teams of 6-8. Tell them they must get from one side of the

room to the other but only a certain number of body parts can touch the floor. (They can use
some or all of the parts but no more) e.g. 10 feet & 10 hands or 9 feet & 11 hands. If they reach
the other side successfully, you can reduce the number of body parts and begin again.

Sources:
† Adapted from website: www.excellerate.co.nz/freeicebreakers.html
* Adapted from Big World Small World, A One World Week Education Pack by National Youth
Council of Ireland
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Identity and Belonging Section Two

Part 1: Identity and Belonging
Throw The Ball
Type ofactiity: Getting to know you and teambuilding activity
Time: 10-15 minutes
Aim(s): To learn the names of the other girls in the Unit and to make the girls feel comfortable in each
other’s company.
Group Sie: Any size
Age group: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
Programme lin: Ladybird Pre-Enrolment, Brownie Guiding World Numbered Challenge No.6
What youneed: 4-6 tennis balls/bean bags
Preparation: None
What to do:
1. Ask the girls and leaders to form a circle.
2. One leader has one tennis ball to start with.
3. She calls out one girl’s name and throws her the ball.
4. Then that girl calls another girl’s name and she throws the ball to her, until every girl and leader has
got the ball once.
5. The last person to get the ball throws it to the leader who started the game, and then the sequence
has been formed.
6. eep throwing the ball in the sequence getting faster and faster. The leaders can introduce more
balls into the circle to create chaos, mayhem and fun.

Counter Game
ype ofactiity: Warm up/getting to know each other activity
Time: 15-20 minutes
Aim(s): To help the girls in the Unit get to know each other better.
Group Sie: Any size
Age group: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
Programme lin: Ladybird Pre-Enrolment, Brownie Guiding World Numbered Challenge No.6
What youneed: Coloured counters and copies of the template below for Ladybird & Brownie Units
Preparation: Photocopy a number of copies of the template below
What to do:
1. Divide the girls into teams of around 5-6 and ask them to sit in a circle together.
2. Pass a bag of counters around each circle, asking each girl to take out 4 or 5 counters and telling
them there can be no swapping.
3. Then once the girls have their counters, explain that for every counter they have, they must tell their
team something about themselves.
4. With Ladybirds & Brownies you can explain that if they have a yellow counter they must tell the
members of their team something they like to do as per the chart below.
5. When the first girl tells the team something about herself, you move on to the next girl. Keep going
around and around the circle till each girl has shared 4-5 things about themselves with their team.
NOTE TO LEADER: This activity can also be run in one large group, but would need to be facilitated by a Leader.
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Colour
Yellow
Green
Orange

Counter Game
Say something about ….
Colour
Things you like to do
Red
Favourite animals / Your pets
Blue
School

Say something about ….
Favourite food
Family & Friends

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Sharing & Self Esteem activity
TIME: 10 minutes
AIM(S):
• To explore the concept of identity
• To encourage celebration of diversity
• To build up self esteem and give confidence in speaking
GROUP SIZE: Any size, at least 6
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybird Pre-Enrolment, Brownie Health Promotion Interest Badge part 1, Guide
Lifeskills Numbered Challenge No 7
WHAT YOU NEED: Pieces of paper, pens, box or hat
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Everyone stands in a circle.
2. The girls take it in turns to call out their names, and something they can do – such as ride a bicycle,
make a cake, play the harp.
3. Give each girl a round of applause after they have introduced themselves.
NOTE TO LEADER: For younger girls the Leader can call out traits and anyone who identifies with this word would stand up.

Section Two Identity and Belonging

Valuing Others

Groups
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Team building and brainstorming activity
TIME: 15-20 minutes
AIM(S): To discover the number of things girls share in common with other members of the Unit
GROUP SIZE: At least 10
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of 4-6.
2. Explain that you would like them to brainstorm with their team the type of groups each of them
could belong to e.g. left-handed, right handed, blue eyes etc.
3. Hand each team a piece of paper and a pen and give them about 10 minutes to think about the
different groups they could all belong too.
4. Go around to each team while they are brainstorming to check how they are getting on.
5. Debriefing and Evaluation:

• Were they surprised by the number of groups they came up with?
NOTE TO LEADER: Ladybirds can do this activity as a group discussion instead of brainstorming in teams.
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Identity T-shirts
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Teambuilding activity
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S):
• To explore the concept of identity
• To enable the girls in the Unit to get to know each other
GROUP SIZE: Any size, at least 6
AGE GROUP: Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Spruce Award, Introduction to ‘ME’ poster in My Interests & Lifeskills
numbered challenge No 7
WHAT YOU NEED: One piece of A1 flipchart paper per girl, colouring pens and stapler
PREPARATION: Create a simple t-shirt and model it for the girls
WHAT TO DO:
1. Give everyone a piece of flip chart paper. Tell them to fold it in half and cut out a semicircle at the
top so they can put it over their heads and wear it like a t-shirt. You can use the stapler to fasten the
t-shirts on under their arms.
2. Ask the girls to think about what other people in the group know about them immediately after
meeting them e.g. gender, type of clothes they wear, physical characteristics. Tell them to write or
illustrate these aspects of their identity on the front of their T-shirts.
3. Ask the girls to draw or write on the back of their T-shirts all the aspects of their identity/personality
which require deeper interaction to be discovered e.g. their interests, beliefs, behaviour etc.
4. Ask the girls to wear their t-shirts back to front. They then walk around the room and exchange 3
pieces of information about their identity which are not immediately obvious to the girls they meet.
Continue until everyone has interacted with 2 or 3 people.

All About Me
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Sharing and reflection activity
TIME: 30 minutes
AIM(S): To encourage people to think about themselves and to share this information with others
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Lifeskills numbered challenge No 7
WHAT YOU NEED: Pens and a photocopy of the worksheet overleaf for each girl
PREPARATION: Photocopy the worksheet overleaf
WHAT TO DO:
1. Give each girl the “All about me” worksheet.
2. Ask each girl to complete the worksheet.
3. Ask the girls to share the information with two or three others or if the girls are comfortable with
each other, get them to share with the whole Group.
4. Debriefing and evaluation:
• Discuss how the girls felt when they considered some of the questions.
• Did they learn something new about themselves?
• Were they reluctant to write down their good points?
• Whats was easiest or hardest to share?
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• What made them feel good about themselves?

My name
My mother’s name/father’s name
Where I live
Who I live with
Where I lived when I was a child
Where I go to school
My favourite thing about school
My favourite place to be
What I enjoy doing in my
free time

Section Two Identity and Belonging

All About Me Worksheet

What I like doing using my hands
What I like doing using my brain
What I like doing using my
whole body
What I like best about
being in Guiding
A person who has had a
great influence on me
A book I have enjoyed
A film I have enjoyed
My favourite kind of music
The colour that looks best on me
The most beautiful place I’ve seen
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Tree of Life
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Sharing activity which allows girls to explore their family tree. This is a good
activity to make the girls aware that throughout history people have always moved from one country
to another. It often happens that young people are unaware of their family background.
NOTE TO LEADER: Be aware that, if you have any adopted children in your Unit, this activity
would not be suitable. It is important that girls only tell what they want to share. No one should feel
under pressure to disclose facts that they do not feel comfortable with. It is important that there is
already an atmosphere of trust in the Unit which allows for differences to be put forward. Otherwise
girls may be reluctant to share something about their family which they fear could lead to exclusion.
TIME: Divided into three parts:
Part A: Planning the activity; 30 minutes
Part B: The research: a day or a week, depending on the time available
Part C: Sharing the family tree: 30-60 minutes depending on the size of the Unit
AIM(S):
• To make the girls aware of their own family and cultural background
• To generate empathy with other people who have travelled or emigrated to another country and with
minority ethnic groups
GROUP SIZE: 9 to 36
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Senior Branch The Arts and our Heritage programme module
WHAT YOU NEED: Example of family tree
PREPARATION: Create your family tree or complete the sample provided
WHAT TO DO:
PART A: (week 1)
1. Explain to the girls the concept of a family tree (if necessary)
2. Ask if they have ever made or thought of making their own family tree.
3. Suggest that the girls go home and talk to their parents and relatives and try to draw up their family
tree as far back as someone in their family can remember. They can make a list of all the first names/
			
surnames in their family. Ask them to collect old photographs and photocopy them for the family tree.
4. Talk about what the girls should ask their family; e.g. Do they have …
• Relatives who are members of a minority group (ethnic group, religious, etc)?
• Relatives who have emigrated to another country or moved to another town/city?
• Relatives who came from another country as immigrants, or immigrants who
married into the family?
• Relatives who had another religion, spoke another language?
PART B
Give the girls until the next Guide/ Senior Branch meeting to make up their family trees.
PART C (week 2)
Ask the girls to share their findings with the rest of the Group
Encourage the girls to show their trees, pointing out how far they went back in time. If they wish, they
can point out which relatives moved abroad or came from another country.
If their relatives are emigrants or immigrants ask them why did they move to another country or
immigrate into this country?
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Grandad

Grandma

Grandad

Grandma

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

DOB:

DOB:

DOB:

DOB:

Place of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Dad

Mam

Name:

Name:

DOB:

DOB:

Place of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Brother
Name:
DOB:
Place of Birth:

Me
Name:
DOB:
Place of Birth:

Section Two Identity and Belonging

Sample Family Tree

Sister
Name:
DOB:
Place of Birth:
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Family Tree

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Trust and teambuilding activity
TIME: 20 minutes
AIM(S): To explore how we perceive our own and other people’s identities.
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Lifeskills numbered challenge No 7
WHAT YOU NEED: Slips of paper, pens/pencils and box/hat
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Each girl gets a slip of paper. They have to write down three aspects of their personal identity.
2. They fold this slip of paper up and all the slips are placed in a box. The papers are shuffled and each
person draws out a piece. If they got their own slip of paper, they put it back and choose another.
3. One girl starts by reading out the identifying words/ statements. She then has to guess who wrote it.
If she guesses incorrectly, this is opened to the rest of the Group to guess.
4. Keep on going until everyone has had a turn.
5. Debriefing/ Evaluation: ask the following questions:
• Was it easy to identify the people from what they’d written? Why?
• Are you surprised by the choices that people made?
• Do you have a different view of the people?
• What did people think was important about their identity?
• Can the identifying characteristics be divided into different categories? e.g. personal, physical,
cultural, social.

Section Two Identity and Belonging

Guess My Identity

NOTE TO LEADER: This activity works best with a Unit where the girls know each other quite well. During the activity, make a list
of the words and phrases the girls use.

Who Influences My Ideas?
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Discussion, group work
TIME: 20 minutes
AIM(S):
• To learn more about who and what influences our ideas and opinions about various issues
• To understand how this happens
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guide Gold Award, Lifeskills, media
WHAT YOU NEED: Piece of paper and a pen for each girl
PREPARATION: The Leader prepares a sample sheet, with her name in a circle in the centre and then
she writes some of the people and things that influence her around this circle to use as an example for
the activity
WHAT TO DO:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Give each girl a piece of paper.
Divide the Group into pairs or this can be played in Sixes for Brownies
Ask them to consider who influences their ideas and opinions.
In the middle of the piece of paper they draw a circle and write their names in this circle. They write
the people and things that most influence their ideas and opinions close to the circle and all other
people and things that influence them further away from the circle. They discuss this with their
partner or Six.
5. When this is complete have a group discussion about this topic. Discuss ‘Who or what is most
important in influencing your ideas?'

NOTE TO LEADER: Examples of things that can influence the girls opinions include friends, family, especially parents, television,
newspapers, etc.
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Everyone Belongs
In My Community
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Team work activity and role play
TIME: 30 minutes
AIM(S): To get the girls to focus on the local community and think about various aspects of this
community
GROUP SIZE: At least 10
AGE GROUP: Brownies, Guides, Senior Branch
WHAT YOU NEED: Pens and paper
PREPARATION: None
NOTE TO LEADER: Ideally the space needed is 2 separate rooms but one large room would be fine
also
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide girls into two teams, team one and team two. One girl in each team gets a piece of paper and
a pen to write notes. Each team is given a separate task, which will be performed in front of the other
team once they have completed the task.
2. Each girl in team one must imagine that their family is moving to a new town 100 miles away. They
will be leaving their schools and neighbourhoods. Ask them to discuss what they will miss most about
where they live; their friends, activities etc. Then create a role play about this situation.
3. The girls in team two must imagine that a new family is moving into their area. Ask them to create a
role play on how they would welcome them into their community.
4. Each team performs their role play for the other team. Have a discussion about immigration with the
whole Group afterwards.

If It Was...Our World!
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: creative brainstorming activity
TIME: 30 minutes
AIM(S): To raise awareness around the diversity of national identities and cultures
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch.
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Lifeskills numbered challenge No 12
WHAT YOU NEED: Pens and copies of the “If it was … our world!” worksheet overleaf
PREPARATION: Photocopy the worksheet overleaf for each team
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of 4-6.
2. Explain that they have landed on a deserted island and they get to create the type of world they live
in. They have lots of things to think about.
3. Hand each team a copy of the worksheet and a pen and give them around 10-15 minutes to answer all
the questions. Go around to each team while they are brainstorming to check how they are getting
on.
4. Get the teams to feedback about the ‘world’ they have created.
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Name of the island

National food

Language

National Dance

Flag

National Animal

Choose a leader for their island

National Sport

Rules of the island

National Costume

Section Two Identity and Belonging

If It Was...Our World! - Worksheet
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Passport
NOTE TO LEADER: Be aware that, if you have any girls in your Unit who have immigrated to
Ireland, this activity might not be suitable, as some migrants’ experience of showing their
passports at airports can be a difficult and fearful one. Many of the people who seek asylum
might destroy their passports so that they cannot be recognised as a citizen of a particular
country. Some are very reluctant to say where they are from. Although this is an extreme
situation, it is better to be aware of it as it could have happened to a girl in your Unit.
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Awareness-raising activity
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S): To learn more about the details on your passport and the importance of this document.
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Brownies and Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: Pieces of card and a sample passport
PREPARATION: Create a sample passport using the passport template below
WHAT TO DO:
1. Each girl is given a piece of card. Discuss passports with the Group, what they are, what they are used
for, information included on them etc.
2. Tell them that they are going to make their own passports. Show them the sample and the headings
they should use.
3. Girls create passports and show them to the whole Group.
4. When the girls have created their own passports, have a discussion about what type of information
they feel should be included in passports.
NOTE TO LEADER: Photocopy the sample passport for the Brownies with the headings done out as
this will make the activity easier for them.

SAMPLE PASSPORT
Countries Visited

Name:
Photograph:

Date of Birth:
Place of Birth:

Nationality:

Passport No.:

Place of Issue:

Date of Issue:

Expiry Date:

Signature:
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Human Bingo
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm-up activity, getting to know you game, identity game
TIME: 15 minutes
AIM(S): Girls get to learn more about one another
GROUP SIZE: As many as you like, no limit
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies Guiding World Numbered Challenge No. 6
WHAT YOU NEED: A photocopy of either worksheet A below or B overleaf for each girl and pencils/
pens
PREPARATION: Photocopy either worksheet A below or B overleaf
WHAT TO DO:
1. Give each girl a worksheet.
2. Each girl must move around the room and find someone who agrees with one of the statements in
the boxes and then she writes down that girl’s name.
3. Then she moves on to find another girl who agrees with a statement in another box and so on until
every box has a different name in it.
4. The first girl to have filled every box shouts “Bingo”
NOTE TO LEADER:
• Statements in each box can be added to or changed to suit the age group you are playing the game with.
• This activity is better as an indoor activity and the space needed depends on the number of girls.

Section Two Diversity and Respect

Part 2: Diversity and Respect

Human Bingo Worksheet (A)
Finds someone who likes…
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Human Bingo Worksheet (B)
NAME:								
Goes to a different
school than you

Owns a dog

Has a sister

Dislikes chocolate

Has the same colour
eyes as you

Likes school

Is wearing a ring

Was born in a different
country than you

Watches Home &
Away

Likes dancing

Likes playing soccer

Is wearing different
coloured socks than you

Writes with the
same hand as you.

Can play the piano

Walks to school

Pink is her favourite colour

Has the same colour
hair as you

Wears glasses

Owns a cat

Has a birthday in the same
month as you

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: warm up and introduction to diversity and respect section
TIME: 30 minutes
AIM(s): A simple activity to emphasise that differences between people are really quite minimal.
GROUP SIZE: Any number
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: Chalk or a marker and large sheets of paper
PREPARATION: None
NOTE TO LEADER: Space needed for the activity is a large room or it can be run outside
WHAT TO DO:
1. Put the girls in pairs.
2. They must then draw around the outline of each other’s hands or feet with chalk or a marker.
3. Ask the other girls to identify the hands or feet.

Me Too!
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Probing deeper ‘getting to know you’ activity
TIME: 20 minutes
AIM(s): An exercise to show that people are more alike than different.
GROUP SIZE: A minimum of 10
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides

Section Two Diversity and Respect

•

Outlines

WHAT YOU NEED: A chair for each girl
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Sit on chairs in a circle. Ask the girls to think of something that is unique to them, something they
think that only they can do, know, have done or will do – e.g. been to Spain three times. If this is true
for one of them, she will say, “I have been in Spain three times!”, and another girl who has also been
to Spain three times will jump up and say “Me too!”.
2. Then they sit down again and the first girl must try to find something else that is unique.
3. When nobody else can share what is unique, you move on to the next girl.
4. The first round ends when all the girls have said something about themselves that is unique only to
them in this Group.
5. The next step is to ask everyone to think of something that they believe they share with all the others.
Remove one chair and ask the girl whose turn it is to stand in the middle. When she starts and says,
for example, “I am a member of The Irish Girl Guides”, then everyone who agrees jumps up and says
“Me too!” and the girl in the middle tries to grab a chair. Then a new girl goes to stand in the middle.
6. Debriefing and Evaluation: When everyone has said something which all in the group share, or when
you think the game has gone on long enough, the Leader stops it to go through the questions below.
• What was the easiest - finding something unique or something you share with others?
• What do you generally like best - feeling unique or sharing things with others?
• What you thought was unique; did you share it with others after all?
• Are there things common to all Brownies and Guides?
• Can any of these things make others feel left out?
• Can you find anything that is common to all people? In your town? In your country?
NOTE TO LEADER:
• It is good if the Leaders take part in this activity also, especially at the beginning since they will thenshow what type of unique
or shared qualities they are looking for.
• If the girls are very young the Leaders may find themselves talking about common physical things like height, eyes, hair, feet,
but with older girls you can dicuss other things e.g. hobbies, interests.
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Take A Good Look
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Focuses on developing observation skills
TIME: 10-15 minutes
AIM(S): To improve observation skills
GROUP SIZE: Any size, girls work in pairs.
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guide Preparation for the Observer interest badge
WHAT YOU NEED: No equipment needed
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Girls are put in pairs who sit opposite one another.
2. Ask them to sit in silence for 5 minutes. Give no more instruction than that.
3. Then ask them to turn back to back. The leader goes around the room asking the girls questions
about their partner e.g. what colour eyes did she have? what colour were her shoes? was she wearing
a ring?

Snapshot
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Awareness-raising activity
TIME: 15 minutes
AIM(S): To show that everyone shares similar traits and characteristics.
GROUP SIZE: Any number
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: Photocopies of photographs opposite and overleaf, glue and card
PREPARATION:
• Photocopy the photographs opposite and overleaf, one picture per girl in your Group
• Glue the pictures onto card with one photograph per piece of card
• Cut the pictures into four-piece jigsaws for Ladybirds and Brownies and eight-piece jigsaws for
Guides.
WHAT TO DO:
1. Give each girl a piece of card from a different picture.
2. Put the rest of the cards on the floor all mixed up.
3. Tell the girls to find the rest of the pieces to make the picture of their person.
4. As soon as they have all the pieces for the picture of their person, they place their cards on the floor
in a line so they end up with a line of people.
5. Get the girls to look at the pictures and point out the similarities and differences e.g. everyone has
skin but different coloured skin. They will see that most of the differences are just colour, size or
shape.
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TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Moving debate
AIM(S): Explore young peoples’ values and attitudes to diversity.
TIME: 20-30 minutes
GROUP SIZE: At least 7 and up to 36
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: A number of statements (see below) and the “thermometer” (see below)
PREPARATION: Draw a thermometer on the floor or the ground. If you want to make it as realistic as
possible; make it both blue and red, but otherwise a line or a piece of string with markings 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6 is sufficient. Number 1 stands for “I totally disagree”, number 6 for “I agree totally” and the numbers
in between represent degrees of agreement or disagreement. For Ladybirds you could put “Agree”,
“Disagree” and “Unsure” on separate pieces of card and place them around the room instead of the
thermometer.
WHAT TO DO:
1. Read aloud the statements one at a time and ask the girls to go to the place along the thermometer
which corresponds best with their opinion. They must go to a distinct number, not stand between
numbers.
2. After each statement, let one or more of the girls explain what they think. At first it is enough that
only one girl gives her opinion. Then, when more difficult statements are dealt with, let there be a

Section Two Diversity and Respect

Diversity Thermometer

sincere discussion.
NOTE TO LEADER: Start with easy, more general statements, saving the most difficult ones until last;
the ones to which not even you know the answer. The reason for this is that the participants need to
get used to the method before you force them to state their opinion on more complicated matters.
Statements may be changed to suit the age group of the girls taking part e.g. I prefer cats to dogs.

Diversity Thermometer Statements
•
•

Going to Ladybird/Brownie/Guide meetings is fun.

•

It is easy to make others want to become Ladybirds/Brownies/Guides.

•

Guiding allows me to be myself.

•

Guiding teaches me to care and share.

•

All Ladybirds/Brownies/Guides are equally well accepted and are treated
equally.

•

Ladybirds/ Brownies/Guides make good friends.

•

It is easy to be a new Ladybird/Brownie/Guide since everyone cares
for you.

•

Guiding attracts a certain type of person.

•

Guiding is open to any new girls and women in Ireland to join.

•

I love finding out about games, crafts and food from other countries.
Ladybirds/Brownies/Guides learn about respect.

•

Anyone can become a Ladybird/Brownie/Guide.
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Respecting Others
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Interactive role play activity with group discussion to reinforce the importance
of respect
TIME: 30 minutes
AIM(S):
•

To learn that it is important to respect others

•

To learn more about why it is important not to stereotype others

GROUP SIZE: 20 to 30 girls
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Lifeskills numbered challenge No 18
WHAT YOU NEED: Paper, pencils, post-its or stickers
PREPARATION: Prepare positive and negative signs (see samples below)

WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the Group into two.
2. Take team A aside and give them each paper and a pencil. Tell them to have a conversation, or
interact with 10 people in team B in an allotted time. They write down who they interact with.
3. Everyone in team B gets a sign e.g. a post-it or sticker on her forehead with a positive or negative
statement written on it.
4. No one is able to read their own sign so they don’t know what it says. Make up signs like ‘tell me
I look tired’, ‘ignore me’, ‘tell me I look great’, ‘call me clever’, ‘treat me like your best friend’ etc.
There should be a variety of positive and negative signs.
5. Only team A can initiate a conversation. Team B must wait for someone to talk to them. The girls in
team A should try to slip the comment on the sign into conversation.
6. Debriefing and evaluation:
After the two teams ‘interact’ it is important to debrief
•
Discuss what happened and how the girls felt.
•
Talk about how some girls had advantages and why
•
Did team A show respect for all members of team B?
•
What is respect?
•
Why is it important to have and show respect for other people?
NOTE TO LEADER:
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•

If a Leader knows there is someone with poor self-esteem or who is very shy, it may be a good
idea to ‘plant’ them with a positive sign. If you don’t know the girls well, you should check
with someone who does. With an exercise like this, it is also important that everyone knows
that the game ends when the game is over.

•

This exercise can be used in a discussion about stereotypes.

NOTE TO LEADER: Be aware that, if you have any girls in your Unit who have immigrated to Ireland,
this activity might not be suitable, as some migrants may have had a similar painful experience to that
which this activity is trying to portray.
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Sharing and reflection activity
TIME: 30 minutes
AIM(S):
• Gain understanding of the difficulties and challenges met by young people in some parts of the
world
• Consider the things that are most important to them in their home environments
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Copper Beech Award, Lifeskills Challenges
WHAT YOU NEED: Cardboard, cut into irregular shapes – at least 3 pieces per pair of girls. The bulkier
and more difficult to carry, the better!
PREPARATION: On the cardboard, write a selection of the words/phrases below, so that each piece of
cardboard has a word/phrase on it. You can repeat words as often as you like:
• Food (non perishable items)
• Books and dictionaries
• Personal things: photographs and letters from friends

Section Two Diversity and Respect

Leaving Home

• Medical supplies – 1st aid kit
• Money
• Toiletries: shampoo, soap etc.
• Warm clothes
• Summer clothes
• Pets
• Music: ipod or an instrument
WHAT TO DO:
1. At the start of your meeting, divide the girls into pairs.
2. Explain to the Group that they have to leave Ireland, perhaps forever. This is what they know:

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

They are leaving with their immediate family – parents & siblings
They don’t know what country they are going to
They don’t know how they will get to the new country. It may be very time-consuming.
Indicate the pile of cardboard shapes in the hall. Tell the girls that each pair must choose three
items. Once they have made their choice, they will have to keep the items with them for the rest of
the meeting.
If they want to, they can exchange items with other pairs.
Give the girls enough time (about 10 minutes) to look at all the items and bargain a little. At the
end, call time sharply (say, with a whistle), and tell them that they must now keep whatever they’re
holding. The team must guard this carefully.
For the rest of the meeting, the Leaders can try to take the possessions if they are not guarded.
Carry on with the rest of the meeting until around 15 minutes before the end and ask the girls to sit
in the circle. Discuss the activity.
Debriefing and evaluation:
•
How did it go? What was difficult?
•
How did they find choosing which items to bring with them?
•
What other information would they have liked to have known?
•
Did they lose any of their items over the evening?
•
What feelings did the activity create?
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The Travelling People
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Discussion activity, awareness-raising activity
NOTE TO LEADER: You don’t need to be afraid to carry out this activity with the girls in your Unit if one
of them is a Traveller, even though the other girls may not be aware of this fact. She may choose whether
or not to disclose this fact to them during the activity. It is important that prejudices are not reinforced
during this exercise. You can also adapt this activity to apply to any of the immigrant groups in Ireland.
TIME: 30 minutes
AIM(s):
•

To learn more about the Traveller culture

•

To enable the participants to examine their own prejudices and the sources of these

GROUP SIZE: Any number
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Cultural Awareness Interest Badge, Copper Beech Award, Lifeskills
challenge and Lifeskills numbered challenge No. 18, Senior Branch Community involvement
programme module
WHAT YOU NEED: Pens, paper, and the ‘Travelling People’ worksheet (below)
PREPARATION: Read the information about the Irish Traveller Community in Section Three
WHAT TO DO:
1. Explain a little about the activity and tell the girls a bit about Traveller culture. Challenge any
prejudices or negative portrayals girls may give at this point.
2. Divide the girls into teams of four. Hand out a copy of the worksheet below to each team.
3. Give the teams approximately 10 minutes to answer the questions. Then go around the room and
check in with the girls to see how they are getting on.
4.

The Travelling People Worksheet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Do you know about where Travellers live?
Do you know of any traditions important to Travellers?
Do you know any of the traditional jobs that Travellers used to do?
Did you know that Travellers have their own language which they only speak among
themselves called Cant? Do you know any Cant words?
Do you know of, or have you read, any books on Travellers?
Have you any friends who are Travellers?
What does the term “nomadic” mean?
Could you become a Traveller?
How much of what you know about Travellers is based on what you have heard from
other people?
Where else do our ideas come from?
How much of the information is factual and how much is general impression, not
based on fact?

Debriefing and Evaluation:
• How did it go? What was difficult?
• Were some questions easier than others?
• What feelings did the activity create?
• What did you learn by taking part in the activity?
• Were you surprised at anything you learned?
• How would you feel to be a Traveller living in Ireland today?
• Will you do anything differently after this activity?

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Informative relay game
NOTE TO LEADER: The Traveller identity is marked by a number of common features; a common history
and experience, an oral tradition, their own language, value system and, of course, a nomadic way of life.
The distinctive Traveller lifestyle and culture sets Travellers apart from the sedentary population or
‘settled people’. Travellers have a unique history and value system, as well as language, customs and traditions.
The Traveller languages are called Cant, Gammon, or Shelta1. This game gives the girls a chance to look at
some Cant words.
TIME: 10-15 minutes
AIM(s): To learn more about the Traveller culture & language
GROUP SIZE: Any number
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Cultural Awareness Interest Badge, Copper Beech Award, Lifeskills
challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: (see below)
PREPARATION:
• Photocopy Tables 1 below & 2 overleaf for each team of 4-6 girls
• Read the information about the Irish Traveller Community in Section Three
WHAT TO DO:

Section Two Diversity and Respect

What Did You Say?

1. Divide the girls into teams of 4-6
2. Explain that the Irish Traveller community have their own language called Cant which they
generally only speak to each other. (Below is a selection of some Cant words.)
3. Give Table 1 to the girls to look at. Tell them that these are Cant words and explain that you will be
playing a game where they need to try to remember the translation for each word.
4. Give them a few minutes to look at the table and learn the words.
5. Line the teams up in a straight line and number the girls in each team one to four/six and take back
Table 1.
6. Place copies of Table 2 on the floor at the top of the hall in front of the teams.
7. When you call out a number and an English word, the girl with that number must run up and point
to the equivalent word in Cant on Table 2. The first girl who picks the right word gets a point for her
team.

WHAT DID YOU SAY? – Table 1
Crush - go

Cadie - cap

Gailles - children

Gilmurs - shoe

Tugs - clothes

Your Geel - yourself

Tairie - talk

Cob - cabbage

Dorra - bread

Fíen - man

Suibeila - boy

Beor - woman

Lacken - girl

Gammy - bad

Buffer - country person

1 http://www.nccri.ie/cdsu-travellers.html
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WHAT DID YOU SAY? – Table 2

Gammy

Tairie

Cob

Buffer

Gilmurs

Fíen

Crush

Gailles

Lacken

Tugs

Cadie

Your Geel

Dorra

Suibeila

Beor

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Teamwork & knowledge game
TIME: 20 minutes
AIM(S): To learn about different religions.
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
WHAT YOU NEED: Copies of the worksheets overleaf, (one for each team of 4-6 girls and 1 worksheet
for the Leader), scissors and a freezer/Ziploc bag for each team
PREPARATION: Cut up each photocopied worksheet into 30 pieces and put in a freezer/Ziploc bag
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of between 4-6.
2. Give each team a freezer/Ziploc bag containing all the pieces.
3. Explain that they have to decide which symbol and set of 4 facts match each religion.
4. After approximately 10 minutes bring the Group back together and discuss their answers. Tell the
girls the right answers.

Section Two Diversity and Respect

Guess The Religion

5. Debriefing & evaluation:
•
Ask the girls how they found the activity
•
Was it difficult?
•
Do they feel they know more information about other religions now?
•
Ask them to share with the Group one thing they have learned by taking part in the activity?
NOTE TO LEADER:
• See Section Three for more information on the different religions.
• An alternative easier version is if the Leader cuts the worksheet up as a jigsaw and the girls have
to make the jigsaw instead of matching the pieces.
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Christianity

Islam

Hinduism

Judaism

Buddhism

Is the most
widely practiced
religion in the
world with
over two billion
followers.

Is the religion
of Muslims and
is the second
largest religion
in the world, with
over one billion
followers

Is a diverse and
rich religion, one
of the oldestdating back
over 3,000 years
and the third
most popular
worldwide with
900 million
believers.

Is the faith of the
Jewish people. It is
one of the oldest
religions still
practiced today
with over 18 million
followers

Dates back to the
sixth century B.C.E.
and it is based
on the teachings
of Siddhartha
Gautama, the
Buddha, the
“awakened one”.

Place of worship
is called a church

The holy book is
called the Qur’an

Place of worship
is called a
temple

Weekly holy day is
called the Sabbath

Can worship in their
houses or in the
Temple (Stupa)

The spiritual
Place of worship is
leaders are called called a Mosque
priests, ministers
or pastors.

Some pray three
times a day
and can do so
anywhere

Religious leaders
are called rabbis,
which in Hebrew
means ‘teacher’

Worship may
include chanting,
meditation, and
readings from texts
or even playing
music

The key religious
text is the Bible.

Do not eat beef

Place of worship is
called a synagogue

The most important
holiday is Buddha
Day

Do not eat pork.

NOTE TO LEADER: At the end of this story, God is mentioned as the creator of all things. Be aware
that some religions such as Hinduism recognise several Gods and Goddesses, while some girls on the
other hand, might not have that belief at all.
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Listening and thought-provoking activity
TIME: 10 minutes
AIM(S): To help illustrate diversity
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies Outdoor World Numbered Challenge No.1 & Guiding World Numbered
Challenge No. 1
WHAT YOU NEED: The words of the story overleaf
PREPARATION: Photocopy the story
NOTE TO LEADER: This reading can work very well when included in a Guides Own
WHAT TO DO:
1. Ask a Leader or an older girl in the Group to be the narrator and select eight other girls to be the
different colours and the rain.

Section Two Diversity and Respect

The Story Of The Rainbow

2. Ask all the girls to sit in a circle in silence and explain that a story will be read out and you would
like them all to be quiet.
3. The girls selected read the story.
4. After the story is over, the girls can discuss the story and their opinion on it and if they think it
reflects any aspect of life.
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The Story of the Rainbow (based on an Indian Legend)
Once upon a time, all the colours in the world started to quarrel; each claimed that
it was the best, the most important, the most useful, the favourite...
Green said: “Clearly I am the most important. I am the sign of life and of hope.
I was chosen for grass, trees, leaves — without me all the animals would die. Look
out over the countryside and you will see that I am in the majority.”
Blue interrupted: “You only think about the earth, but consider the sky and
the sea. It is water that is the basis of life and this is drawn up by the clouds from
the blue sea. The sky gives space and peace and serenity. Without my peace you
would all be nothing but busybodies.”
Yellow chuckled: “You are all so serious. I bring laughter, gaiety and warmth
into the world. The sun is yellow, the moon is yellow, the stars are yellow. Every
time you look at a sunflower, the whole world starts to smile. Without me there
would be no fun.”
Orange started next to blow its own trumpet: “I am the colour of health and
strength. I may be scarce, but I am precious for I serve the inner needs of human
life. I carry all the most important vitamins. Think of carrots and pumpkins,
oranges, mangoes and pawpaws. I don’t hang around all the time, but when I fill
the sky at sunrise or sunset, my beauty is so striking that no one gives another
thought to any of you.”
Red, unable to stand it any longer, shouted out: “I’m the ruler of you all, blood,
life’s blood. I am the colour of danger and of bravery. I am willing to fight for
a cause. I bring fire in the blood. Without me the earth would be empty as the
moon. I am the colour of passion and love; the red rose, poinsettia and poppy.”
Violet, rose up to his full height. It was very tall and spoke with great pomp: “I
am the colour of royalty and power. Kings, chiefs and bishops have always chosen
me for I am a sign of authority and wisdom. People do not question me — they
listen and obey.”
Indigo spoke much more quietly than all the others, but just as determinedly:
“Think of me, you all become superficial. I represent thought and reflection,
twilight and deep waters. You need me for balance and contrast, for prayer and
inner peace.”
And so the colours went on boasting, each convinced that they were the best.
Their quarrelling became louder and louder. Suddenly there was a startling flash
of brilliant white lightning; thunder rolled and boomed. Rain started to pour down
relentlessly. The colours all crouched down in fear, drawing close to one another
for comfort.
Then Rain spoke:
“You foolish colours, fighting among yourselves, each trying to dominate the
rest. Do you not know that God made you all? Each for a special purpose, unique
and different. He loves you all. He wants you all. Join hands with one another and
come with me. He will stretch you across the sky in a great bow of colour, as a
reminder that he loves you all, that you can live together in peace; a promise that
he is with you, a sign of hope for tomorrow.”
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One World Story
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm-up activity
TIME: 10 minutes
AIM(S): To show how a story can develop
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Put the girls either sitting or standing in a circle.
2. Each girl in turn says one word which will add to the story that is developing. For example,
‘I…..saw…a….chicken…..in…..the……lemon…..soup….’
NOTE TO LEADER: This activity works best when the pace is lively.

Under, Over and
Through The Middle
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm-up activity
TIME: 10-15 minutes
AIM(s): Learn to communicate effectively to solve a puzzle

Section Two Cross-cultural Communication

Part 3: Cross-cultural
Communication

GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Red Spot
WHAT YOU NEED: 2 chairs per team, string and scissors
PREPARATION: Place two chairs back to back and approximately six paces apart. Tie the string from
the top of one chair to the top of the other and from the top of the leg of one chair to the top of the leg
of the other chair.
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of 6
2. Explain that, by working together as a team, they must get two girls in their team under the bottom
string, two girls over the top string and two girls through the middle of the chairs.
3. If any girl touches the string at all, even with her hair, the whole team must start again.
NOTE TO LEADER: To make this activity hard and to encourage more team work and effective
communication, you could choose to blindfold one or two, or even all the girls except one, who would
then have to instruct the other girls in her team.
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Greeting Game
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm-up activity & ice breaker
TIME: 15-20 minutes
AIM(S): To learn how people greet each other in various countries and cultures
GROUP SIZE: At least 6
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds International Badge & Indigo Spot, Brownies Guiding Numbered
challenge No.15
WHAT YOU NEED: Greeting cards as per worksheet below
PREPARATION: Photocopy onto card & cut up greeting cards from work sheet
WHAT TO DO:
1. Give a greeting card to each girl.
2. The girls go around and greet each other using their different greetings.
3. Discuss the greetings with the Group.

NOTE TO LEADER: Leader will need to read what is written on the card to young girls or they can use
illustrations on the cards instead of writing.

Greeting Card Worksheet
Inuit:

Russian:

Irish/British:

Rub noses

Hug warmly

Shake hands

Dutch/Swiss:

Indian:

French:

Three pecks on
alternative cheeks.

Place hands together
and bow.

Might kiss each other
twice, three or four times
on the cheek depending
on the closeness.

Brazilian:
Shake right hand,
while patting the
other person on the
shoulder.
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Parts of South Africa:
Slap on each hand
and bump each hip.

Tanzanian:
Shake hands three
times – 1st & 3rd
time, shake hands
normally and the 2nd
time, do it as if they are
beginning to arm wrestle.

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Hello and goodbye in different languages
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S): To look for a common theme in hellos and goodbyes and illustrate that, although they sound
different, they have a similar meaning and the same intention
GROUP SIZE: At least 18
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Indigo spot
WHAT YOU NEED: Photocopied cards from the worksheet for each girl
PREPARATION: Photocopy the attached worksheet and cut up the cards so that each girl has her
own card
NOTE TO LEADER:
• Explain the game by looking at English first. “Hello” literally means ‘good day’ or ‘have a good day’ or ‘God’s day’. Hello
evolved from hail in old English which evolved from heill from the Norse language which meant health. Goodbye evolved
from ‘God be with you’.
• Ensure that every girl can pair up with someone else. If you don’t have 18 participants, leave one or 2 of the languages out.
If you have a large group of girls give out extra cards in 1 or 2 of the languages so that girls will end up in groups of 3.
• For Ladybirds an alternative could be for the Leader to call out the saying and the Ladybirds repeat it.
• If there are any girls from other countries at the meeting - ask them to say hello in their language.

WHAT TO DO:
1. Give each girl one card with Hello and Goodbye in the language used in that country
2. They must match up with girls who are speaking in the same language as them. In order to do this
the girls need to go around the room and say “hello” and “goodbye” in the language they have on
their card and find their partner/group.
3. Discuss other types of greetings without words e.g. a kiss, handshake.

Hello & Goodbye Worksheet
Language: Irish

IRELAND
Hello

Dia Dhuit (God be with you)

Bonjour (Good day)

Hello

Goodbye

Hello

Goodbye

Hola

Goodbye

Goodbye

Buna Ziva (Health to you)

Goodbye

Adiós (to God)

Fo Napot (Good day)

Language: Romanian
La Revedere (See you later)

Language: Dutch

HOLLAND
Hello

Adeus (To God)

Language: Hungarian
Udvozollek (I greet you)

ROMANIA
Hello

Arrivederci (See you soon)

Language: Spanish

HUNGARY
Hello

Auf Wiedersehen (See you later)

Language: Portuguese

SPAIN
Hello

Goodbye

Ciao

PORTUGAL
Hello

Au Revoir

Language: Italian

ITALY
Hello

Goodbye

Language: German

GERMANY
Hello

Slán (Health to you)

Language: French

FRANCE
Hello

Goodbye

Section Two Cross-cultural Communication

Hello & Goodbye

Hallo

Goodbye

Goedenday (Good day)
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Untangle The Knot
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Energiser which focuses on communication and teambuilding
TIME: 15-20 minutes
AIM(s):
•

How to cooperate with others

•

How to communicate effectively to solve a problem

GROUP SIZE: At least 10
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: A large room or outdoors
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Girls stand in a circle. They must close their eyes and move into the circle reaching forward with
their hands and catch two hands they find, which must belong to two different people. (Leaders will
need to help ensure this)
2. When they are holding two hands they open their eyes and find hands intertwined.
3. Girls must now try to undo the knot which has formed and create one large circle or a few smaller
circles without letting go of each other’s hands or breaking the link.
4. Game continues until the knot has been untangled.
NOTE TO LEADER: Sometimes it is not possible to create a circle or circles as a smaller knot that is impossible to undo may
form.

Ski Walk
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Communication and co-operation activity
TIME: 10-15 minutes
AIM(S): To improve communication and team work skills
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides & Senior Branch
WHAT YOU NEED: Two strips of cardboard or two strips of cloth cut from an old sheet about 6 inches
wide and 6 foot long with a length of cord attached to the end of each ski if out of cardboard, per
team. (These are called “skis”)
PREPARATION: Attach the cord to the cardboard skis
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of 5-6.
2. Two skis are laid on the floor in front of each team.
3. One girl is picked to go in front of the team to hold the two cords or the front of the cloth.
4. The rest of the girls line up with one foot on each ski.
5. The object is for the team to synchronise movement so that they can move forward across the
room on the ‘skis’.
6. To add variety, make an obstacle course and get the teams to manoeuvre their way around it.
NOTE TO LEADER: Alternatively you can make giant team skis from wood and rope.
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TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Scavenger Hunt
TIME: 10 – 15 minutes
AIM(S):
•

To show that different words mean the same thing

•

Highlight difficulties that may happen when communicating with people from different countries.

GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds, Indigo spot
WHAT YOU NEED: Photocopy of the “What we need” list provided below and a Ziploc bag for each
team. Bring any items on the list which you don’t normally have in your meeting hall. This activity can
be run on an overnight event or weekend away with Brownies and Guides.
PREPARATION: Photocopy the ‘What we need’ list for each team
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of 2-4
2. Explain that the Group is off to America to visit Girl Scouts over there. However they have sent us
a list of things we must bring with us. Each team must try and find these items. For Ladybirds the
leader might need to read out the list of things.
3. After 5 minutes bring the Group back together to go through the meanings and discuss the activity
•

Did they know all the meanings?

•

Were they surprised at all the words they knew or did not know?

•

Can they understand or relate to difficulties that could arise from communicating with people from
other cultures now.

Section Two Cross-cultural Communication

We Are Off To America

MEANINGS
Bobby pin

Hair clip

Band aid

Plaster

Chap stick
Jello

Lip gloss
Jam

Catsup
Trash

Ketchup
Rubbish

Sneakers

Runners

Chips

Crisps

Sellotape

Candy

Sweets

Scotch tape

WHAT WE NEED
Bobby pin

Band aid

Chap stick

Catsup

Jello

Trash

Sneakers

Chips

Scotch tape

Candy
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Blind Trail
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Communication activity
TIME: 15 minutes
AIM(S): To improve communication skills
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds, Red spot
WHAT YOU NEED: chairs, paper and a mat/rug
PREPARATION: Lay out a simple obstacle course using the chairs, paper and rug.
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of 3-4.
2. Ask one girl to stand at the bottom of the hall and use her neckerchief to blindfold her. Explain that
she must make her way to the top of the hall through the obstacles with verbal guidance from her
team mates.
3. Get the rest of the team to move to the top of the hall. From there they must give direction and
guidance to their team mate.
4. All teams simultaneously guide their team mate through the obstacle course.
NOTE TO LEADER:
• This activity can be run a couple of times giving all the girls a go at being blindfolded. The leader can move the obstacles
around in between goes.
• It can be made easier or more difficult depending on the age range by changing the number of obstacles on the floor or by
only running one team through the obstacle course at a time.

Pictures Say A Thousand Words
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Communication & listening activity
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S): To explore the difficulties and misunderstandings that can occur when communicating with others.
AGE GROUP: Brownies and Guides
GROUP SIZE: Any size
WHAT YOU NEED: pencils and paper for each girl
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO: The game is carried out in two rounds:
ROUND ONE
1. Divide the girls into two teams A & B
2. Get the girls to sit back to back with a member
of the other team. This girl is now their
partner. Give all the girls a pencil and paper.
3. Instruct that girls in team A must draw a
quick picture or symbol which they then have
to instruct their partner in team B to draw.
Explain that the girls can’t turn around and
look at each other or talk or ask any questions.
4. When the time is up, get the girls in team B to
guess what their illustration is of. After each
girl guesses, she may look around and see
how similar the original picture is to hers.
ROUND TWO
1. Repeat round one except now the girls on
team B draw the picture and instruct their
partner in team A to draw it.
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Debriefing:
• Ask the girls how they felt after each round.
• Was it difficult to communicate?
• Were they frustrated with their partner?
• Was it easier than they thought it would be the
second time?
• What problem do we have in communicating?
• Does this contribute to anger or frustration
between people?
• Could they relate this to communicating with
people outside of Guiding?

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Communication activity
TIME: 15 minutes
AIM(S): To highlight that gestures have different meanings throughout the world
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Guides & Senior Branch
WHAT YOU NEED: paper and pencil for each girl
PREPARATION: none
WHAT TO DO:
1. Get the girls to sit in a circle and give them each paper and a pencil
2. Ask the girls to number their piece of paper from 1 to 10.
3. Make each of the following gestures and ask them to write down what they think they mean.
Ask the girls also to indicate if they think the gesture could be considered rude.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beckon with index finger.
Point at something in the room.
Make a "V" sign.
Smile.
Sit with soles of feet or shoes showing.
Form a circle with their fingers to indicate O.K.

•
•
•

Hold up the right “pointer” finger with hand
folded and facing away from body.
Pass an item to someone with one hand.
Wave hand with palm facing outward to greet
someone.

4. Debriefing and Evaluation: Ask the Group to discuss:
•
How did it go? What was difficult?
•
How come it was easier some times and not others?
•
Does body language influence communication between cultures?
•
Has anyone experienced trying to communicate with someone who has not understood 		
what you were saying?
ANSWERS – WHAT’S IN A GESTURE
1.

Beckon with index finger. This means “Come here” in the U.S. To use the finger(s) to call someone is insulting in many
cultures. Expect a reaction when you beckon to a person from the Middle or Far East; Portugal, Spain, Latin America,
Japan, Indonesia and Hong Kong. It is more acceptable to beckon with the palm down, with fingers or whole hand waving.

2.

Point at something in the room. It is impolite to point with the index finger in the Middle and Far East. Use an open hand
or your thumb (in Indonesia)

3.

Make a “V” sign. This means “Victory” in most of Europe when you make this sign with your palm facing away from
you. If you face your palm in, the same gesture means “Shove it.”

4.

Smile. This gesture is universally understood. However, in various cultures there are different reasons for smiling.
The Japanese may smile when they are confused or angry. In other parts of Asia, people may smile when they are
embarrassed. People in other cultures may not smile at everyone to indicate “Hello.” A smile may be reserved for friends.

5.

Sit with soles of shoes showing. In many cultures this sends a rude message. In Thailand, Japan and France as well
as countries of the Middle and Near East showing the soles of the feet demonstrates disrespect. You are exposing
the lowest and dirtiest part of your body so this is insulting.

6.

Form a circle with fingers to indicate “O.K.” Although this means “O.K.” in the U.S. and in many countries around the
world, there are some notable exceptions:
• In Brazil and Germany, this gesture is obscene.
• In Japan, this means “money.”
• In France, it has the additional meaning of “zero” or “worthless.”

7.

Hold up the right “pointer” finger with hand folded and facing away from body. In Europe, it can mean two of
something. They start counting with the thumb. In Japan it would mean “four,” as the Japanese start counting with
the litte finger.

8.

Pass an item to someone with one hand. - In Japan this is very rude. Even a very small item such as a pencil must
be passed with two hands. In many Middle and Far Eastern countries it is rude to pass something with your left hand
which is considered “unclean.”
Wave hand with the palm facing outward to greet someone. In Europe, waving the hand back and forth can mean
“No.” To wave “good-bye,” raise the palm outward and wag the fingers in unison, This is also a serious insult in
Nigeria if the hand is too close to another person’s face.

9.

10.

Section Two Cross-cultural Communication

What’s In A Gesture?

Nod head up and down to say “Yes.” In Bulgaria and Greece, this gesture means “No.”

Source: Judie Haynes, 2002, everything ESL.net
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Part 4: Inclusion and exclusion
The Big Wind Blows!
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Getting to know each other activity
TIME: 15-20 minutes
AIM(S): So that girls will learn more about one another
GROUP SIZE: Any number
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Yellow Spot, Brownie Guiding World Numbered Challenge No.6
WHAT YOU NEED: Chairs and a reasonably good sized room
PREPARATION: Arrange chairs in a tight circle (one less than the number playing)
WHAT TO DO:
1. Girls sit on chairs in a tight circle. One girl volunteers or is chosen to stand in the centre of the
circle.
2. This girl in the middle says “The big wind blows on anyone who ... (they call out one trait about
themselves that they feel they might share with other girls in the Group; a physical trait, something
about their family, a characteristic etc.)
3. The girls who share this trait, characteristic etc. must change place with another girl, while the girl
in the middle tries to sit on one of their chairs.
4. The new girl left without a chair goes into the middle and says “The big wind blows ...”
5. When the Leader calls ‘Hurricane’ all the girls must change places and it cannot be with the girl
directly beside them.

Spot The Star
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Energiser
TIME: 10-15 minutes
AIM(S): To create team spirit
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Red Spot
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Get the girls to make a circle.
2. Ask one girl to volunteer. Explain that she is now a detective so she must leave the room, while the
“star” is being picked.
3. Pick one girl in the circle to be the ‘star’. She has to decide a movement which the rest of the group
must follow. Throughout the game she keeps changing the movement which all the girls must
follow immediately.
4. When the movement has started, bring the detective back into the room and into the centre of the
circle.
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5. Explain that she has three guesses to decide who the ‘star’ is. She has to try and spot when the
‘star’ changes the movement and the rest of the group follow her lead.

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Stalking, team building and co-operation activity
TIME: 40 minutes
AIM(S): To raise understanding of why a person would immigrate to another country and the
obstacles and struggles they could face
GROUP SIZE: At least 10 but preferably more
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guide Copper Beech, Lifeskills Compulsory Challenge, Outdoor optional
challenges No. 16
WHAT YOU NEED: A drum or something similar to make a clear sound. Items to use as obstacles, e.g.
chairs, cutlery, tins
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the room into two parts. Put the girls along one wall.
2. The Leader sits down on a chair, (which is placed roughly in the middle of the room) drum in hand,
with her back turned towards the girls.
3. Tell the girls that the Leader lives in the very best country (A). It is everything anybody could wish
for; it is warm and comfortable, about 25 degrees, you get lots of holidays, free ice-cream and
constant attention to your needs. The girls are told that they live in a country (B), which is cold,
dark, and the shops have nothing to sell. They want to go to country (A) but to get there they must
sneak in at night, the Leader is not to hear them coming and they are not safe until everybody is

Section Two Inclusion and Exclusion

The Obstacle

across. As soon as the Leader hears the slightest sound she will beat the drum. Even if someone
has managed to get into country (A), everyone must go back and start all over again.
4. When the Group has been successful once in getting across, the Leader puts an obstacle in the
middle, for example, chairs in a mess, so that it will be harder to get into country (A). Now the girls
have to climb over the obstacle or move it, without making a sound, to reach their goal.
5. Once they have managed this the Leader can put things that rattle on top of the chairs, e.g. tins
and cutlery. Arrange them so that they will fall down easily. Now the Group has to overcome this
even more difficult obstacle, still being completely quiet, and the Leader sounds the alarm if she
hears them.
6. When the Group has managed this also, the Leader selects two or three girls to act injured who
need help to get to country (A). Someone has only one leg and someone else has a broken arm.
Depending on how it goes (some groups are successful, while others get discouraged), next time
the Leader can give the Group a minute to plan how they think they could manage to get across.
7. Debriefing and Evaluation: Finish the activity by discussing:
•
How did it go? What was difficult?
•
How come it was easier some times and not others?
•
What feelings did the activity create?
•
Do you recognise the situation from somewhere else?
•
What would the real obstacles be?
•
Has anyone experienced wanting to get in somewhere but not being allowed to?
NOTE TO LEADER: Beat the drum at the slightest sound from the very beginning. This will reduce speed and
take away the feeling of competition. By the time you have put obstacles in their way and appointed girls to
act injured, they are generally working well as a team and may need your support, so then you can be a
little easier on them. Remind them that it does not matter who made a sound; the one who made it is well
aware of it and does not need to hear sighing or comments from the others.
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Sticker Game
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Non-verbal communication and reflection activity
TIME: 15 minutes
AIM(s):
•

To increase young people’s awareness of belonging

•

To think about the criteria that people use to identify themselves as part of a certain group

•

To encourage lateral thinking

GROUP SIZE: Need at least 10 girls
AGE GROUP: Guides
WHAT YOU NEED: Stickers
PREPARATION: A selection of different shapes and colours of stickers
WHAT TO DO:
1. Girls form a circle.
2. The Leader asks the girls to follow 2 rules for a little while: to close their eyes and to keep silent.
3. Then the Leader starts to put stickers on the forehead of every girl except one/two
4. The Leader explains that, in a few seconds, girls will be able to open their eyes and carry out the
following activity. ‘to make teams without talking’.
5. Once the Leader considers that the teams are formed, the girls sit down and reflect on the
		experience.
6. What is normal is for the girls to join a team according to their sticker’s colour/shape.
7. Debriefing and Evaluation:
•

Sit down and discuss what happened.

•

Explain that they were simply told to form teams but not how to do it. Why is it that we
seem instinctively to join those who are like us and exclude those who are not? What
criteria did you use to join the team?

•

Why did you join by colours/shapes?

•

What was your reaction? Did you have an active role or did you wait to see what the others
wanted to do?
How did you know the colour/shape of your sticker? How do people build their identity?

•

How did it feel to meet someone having the same colour as you?

•

Did you cooperate in making teams?

•

What teams do you belong to in day to day life? (Guides, school, family, sports club...)

•

Can anyone be a member of those teams?
Who in our society has no sticker?

•
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TYPE OF ACTIVITY: interactive learning and discussion activity
TIME: 15-20 minutes
AIM(S): To raise awareness of the idea of unequal distribution of wealth around the world
GROUP SIZE: 30 girls
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies and Guides Development Education Syllabus
WHAT YOU NEED: The names of the seven continents written out on separate pieces of card, blue
tack, seven plates or sealed containers and an assortment of biscuits (see table below)
PREPARATION: Organise biscuits (see table below)
Team

Continent

No. of Girls

No. of Biscuits

Biscuit type

1

Australasia

5

5

Fruit Shortcake

2

Asia

6

4

2 Digestives, 2 Ryvita

3

Europe

5

8

Hob nobs

4

South America

5

2

Rich tea

5

Africa

8

1

Ryvita

6

North America

1

10

Chocolate biscuits

7

Antarctica

0

3

Custard creams

WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into 6 teams (continents) and give each team a plate of biscuits according to the
ratio above. Note that there are a different number of girls in each team and that each team gets
different types of biscuits depending on which continent they are. Do not tell each team which
continent they are yet. Also note that Antarctica has biscuits, but no girls.
2. Tell the girls that they can now eat the biscuits and give them about 2 minutes to do so. The Leader
should not interfere.
3. Then ask the girls to form a circle and get one girl from each team to tell the rest of the group how
many girls were in their team and how many biscuits their team got.
4. Discuss
•
How did each team feel about the amount of biscuits they got?
•
Was it fair?
•
How did the teams react? Was there stealing/sharing/fighting?
•
What did they think about the types of biscuits?
5. Explain that the biscuits reflect how the wealth is distributed around the world. In some countries
there are lots of people who have very little and in other countries there are people who have more
than they need.
6. Put the names of each continent on the wall
7. Get the girls to guess which team was which continent?
8. Questions
•
What could they have done as a Group to make it fair for everyone in the room?
•
What are some of the things that the girls have that people in poorer countries might not
have? (Running water / warm clothes / house / car / toilet / phone etc.)
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NOTE TO LEADER: You may need to adjust the number of biscuits according to the size of your Unit – this is ok as long as you
make sure the ratios are still roughly the same. For example below is a table adjusted from 30 to 24 girls.

Team

Continent

No. of Girls

No. of Biscuits

Biscuit type

1

Australasia

3

3

Fruit Shortcake

2

Asia

5

3

2 Digestives, 2 Ryvita

3

Europe

4

7

Hob nobs

4

South America

4

1

Rich tea

5

Africa

7

1

Ryvita

6

North America

1

10

Chocolate biscuits

7

Antarctica

0

3

Custard creams
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Four Corners
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Non-verbal communication activity
TIME: 20-30 minutes.
AIM(S):
•

To show the girls what it feels like to be uncertain if they will be included in or excluded from a
group

•

To show how powerless people can be in this situation, that they have no control over some of the
factors that led to them being included or excluded

•

To show some of the girls what it feels like to be included

GROUP SIZE: At least 16 girls
AGE GROUP: Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Guide Copper Beech, Lifeskills Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: A large room
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Choose four older girls to act as team leaders.
2. Each of these 4 team leaders is given a characteristic that will allow someone to join their team.
(This is done in private). A quite obvious physical characteristic should be used e.g. glasses, jeans,
type of shoes, colour of hair, etc.
3. Each team leader goes to a corner.
4. The remaining girls walk around the outside of the room in silence, and pass each of the team
leaders extending their hand to each leader in anticipation of a handshake.
5. The team leader shakes her hand if a girl can join her group. Usually a few girls will not get chosen.
6. The adult Leader lets these girls pass all 4 team leaders at least one more time. She then calls an
end to the game.
7. The Leader asks members of each team if they can figure out why they were accepted to that
team. (The team has not been told that it is a physical characteristic).
8. A few rounds can be played if the girls are enjoying it.
9. Debriefing and evaluation: - Ask the team leaders
•
•
•
•
•
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How they felt about having to accept or reject girls
How the girls felt about being accepted
How those not chosen felt about not being chosen
Was it fair?
What could have been done differently?

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Role play
TIME: 20 minutes
AIM(S): To experience what it feels like to be treated in a certain way because of a label that society
has given you
GROUP SIZE: At least 6
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Lifeskills Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: A large room and address labels or post-its to stick on all the girls’ foreheads
PREPARATION: Prepare labels with phrases such as
•

Listen to me

•

Agree with me

•

Disagree with me

•

Ignore me

•

Ask my opinion

•

Do as I say

WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the Group into small teams of 5 or 6 girls or use Patrols that are already set up. Explain
that you are going to put a word or sentence on each girl’s forehead and that the other girls in the
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Labels

Patrol must react to them based on what is written on their forehead.
2. Pose a question for the Patrol to discuss, for example- ‘What do you get out of being involved in
Guiding? ‘What do you like most about being a Guide?’
3. The girls must have a chat/discussion about the question that has been posed during which they
must react to each girl in the Patrol based on what’s written on her forehead.
4. The girls in the Patrol must try to guess what’s written on their forehead. After they have guessed,
they can look at their label to see if they got it right.
5. Debriefing and Evaluation:
•
How did it feel to be treated according to this label?
•
Did it affect their behaviour?
•
How did the members of the Patrol interact?
•
What type of labels do we attribute to others in real life?
•
Is there any label that is common to a whole group of people?
•
How do you think it feels to have certain labels attributed to you?

NOTE TO LEADER: The reaction of girls to this activity will vary based on whether they have been
given a positive or negative label. They may start to act as they are being treated. Some girls may
start to feel under pressure if they are continually being asked their opinion. They will probably find
it much harder to work as a Patrol under these circumstances. They will discover that body language
can reveal a lot.
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Force The Circle
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Game about exclusion
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S):
• To experience being in a majority group
• To experience being included and excluded
GROUP SIZE: 6 girls in each circle, so ideally around 24 or 36 girls altogether
AGE GROUP: Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Guide Copper Beech Award, Lifeskills Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: You either need a large room or space outdoors
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into their Patrols. Choose one girl in the patrol to be an ‘outsider’.
2. Choose one girl in each Patrol to be an observer and give them paper and a pencil. Make it clear to
the observer that she must not talk or interfere with/interrupt the Patrol.
3. Tell the other members of the Patrol to stand shoulder to shoulder to form as tight a circle as
possible.
4. Explain that the ‘outsider’ must try to get into the circle while those who form the circle must try to
keep her out.
5. The observer must take notes of what the girls in the circle say among themselves or to the
‘outsider’; what the members of the circle do in order not to let the ‘outsider’ in; what the ‘outsider’
says; what the ‘outsider’ does.
6. After two or three minutes and regardless of whether they managed to enter the circle or not, the
‘outsider’ joins the circle and another member has a turn being an ‘outsider’. The activity is over
once all the members of the Patrol who want to have tried to force the circle.
7. Debriefing and evaluation:
Let the girls comment informally on what has happened. Then ask them:
•
How did you feel when you were part of the circle?
•
How did you feel when you were an ‘outsider’?
•
Find out if those who succeeded in forcing the circle felt differently to those who didn’t
manage it.
•
What did the observer notice? What strategies were used? What did the girls say about
each other?
•
Do you recognize this type of situation from real life?
•
Who are outsiders in Guiding?
•
What can we do to make outsiders feel at home in Guiding?
•
Who are considered “outsiders” in our society?
•
What can Guiding do to help outsiders be admitted into society?
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NOTE TO LEADER:
•
Be careful when selecting the first outsider. Anyone who wants to be one can try, but it will be
noted who you select first. Make sure that it is not someone who is already considered by the
Unit to be an outsider, or else that role will be reinforced even more.
•
This is a difficult activity to direct the discussion at the end and we would recommend that the
Leader steering the debriefing would have previous experience of doing so. Please see the note
on debriefing at the start of this section.
•
When you have the discussion afterwards, it is important to make comparisons with real life
situations. Talk about how it can feel to be an outsider in reality and draw parallels to society at
large.

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Role Play
TIME: 30-40 minutes
AIM(S):
• To imagine and get some idea of what it’s like to be from different social groups in society
• To be aware that some groups in society are excluded and discriminated against
• To feel what it’s like to have a great deal of power
• To feel what it’s like to be excluded
• To feel what it’s like to be treated unjustly
GROUP SIZE: At least 9 girls
AGE GROUP: Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Guide Copper Beech, Lifeskills Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: Coloured dots in 3 different colours (red, blue and green) and role cards (cards
explaining their roles; what they should do) as given below
PREPARATION: Photocopy worksheet with the role cards on to card
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into 3 different teams of equal size. Do this by putting different coloured dots on the girls’
foreheads.
2. Each team is given a role card and one girl in the team reads out the instructions to the rest of the team. They
must then get into this role and do what is stated on the card.
3. There are 3 rounds altogether. Teams swap roles for each round. Each of the teams gets to experience
playing the three different roles.
4. Debriefing and evaluation:
•
This can be done after each round or at the end of the activity.
		
Ask the girls what happened. It is essential to give the girls a chance to talk about
		
what happened.
•
At the end of the three rounds also ask
		
How they felt in the different roles
		
Did things change as the activity went on?
•
Then check that all the girls are comfortable with the activity and that they understand that
it was a role play. Explain clearly that the group is leaving the game behind to focus on
what it can teach us about real life.
Can they relate their experience during the game to everyday life ?
Have they ever experienced discrimination or exclusion ?
Which groups in Ireland are most frequently excluded and discriminated against?
In what ways are they continually excluded?
Is it fair?

-

Section Two Inclusion and Exclusion

The Exclusion Game

What could change or would need to happen to stop exclusion in Ireland ?

NOTE TO LEADER:
• This is a powerful activity that can create a lot of emotion and needs to be debriefed well at the end. See notes at the start
of section 2 on debriefing.
• This activity can be altered when working with the younger Brownie age group. You could use the theme of ‘Princesses’ &
‘paupers’ for the activity for example.

The Exclusion Game Worksheet
• Your team has all the power and is treated very well. You can relax and enjoy life. You are very rich.
• You should make sure that members of one of the other teams are standing together in a line facing the wall. Make
sure they do not look around or talk.
• You should give orders to the other team such as; hop on one leg, do 10 press-ups, make animal noises, count
backwards or any other orders you can think of (within the limits of safety).
• Your team is totally excluded. You are slaves. You must stand facing the wall and not communicate (no talking, looking
at or making gestures to others) with anyone else in your team
• You must do what the team who have all the power tell you to do (within the limits of safety). You are very poor and
must work very hard to get by. You are better off than the team standing against the wall though.
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Inclusion and Exclusion Section Two

Including And Excluding
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Role play
TIME: 30 minutes
AIMS:
To give an idea of what it feels like to be excluded and how it feels to exclude people

•

•

To give an idea of what it feels like to be included and how it feels to include people

•

To show that it is important to be genuine when interacting with girls and women from different
backgrounds and to illustrate how being genuine is very different from playing a role

GROUP SIZE: Any size, at least 6 girls
AGE GROUP: Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Guide Copper Beech, Lifeskills Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: Two rooms (one large and one small or hallway)
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Ask two older girls (for Guides, ask two Young Leaders if possible) to volunteer to help with the activity.
2. They must leave the room with two of the Leaders. They are asked to prepare a short story that they
will tell the rest of the girls when they go back into the room. They are given 10 minutes to do this.
3. Meanwhile in the large room, the rest of the girls are told to be really nice to the first person who comes
back into the room and really unkind to the second person. They are informed that the girls outside are
preparing a story from their lives to tell them and do not know what response they will get when telling
this story.
4. The large group has a discussion about how they could be inclusive of the first girl by listening, asking
questions, smiling, paying attention and welcoming her. They also discuss how they could exclude the
second storyteller, by talking to each other and not paying attention, by looking bored, by contradicting
her story and generally being rude.
5. The first girl returns to the room to a warm reception and is given 5 minutes to tell her story.
6. The second girl waits outside until the first girl has finished her story, then comes in to an unwelcoming
atmosphere.
7.

Debriefing and Evaluation:

•

After both girls have told their story, they are asked to tell the Group how they felt when telling it and how
people’s reaction to them and their behaviour when telling their story affected them.

•

The rest of the girls are asked to comment on the activity. They are asked how they felt and what their
reaction was to the storytellers.

NOTE TO LEADER:
•

Ideally you will need 4 Leaders when carrying out this activity, two to stay in the room with
the girls and two to go out of the room with the two volunteers taking part in the experiment.

•

The reaction of the first girl may be something like; felt good but scared and it felt like the
rest of the Unit were playing a role, that they weren’t being sincere.

•
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The second girl is likely to feel uncomfortable and may give up telling the story.

Part 5 is divided into Crafts, Games, Music and Food from around the world. It includes a sample of
activities and games you can do with the girls in your Unit throughout the year to celebrate cultural
diversity. As Guiding has over 10 million members worldwide you have lots of international resources
at your finger tips for more ideas.
To start with, look up old copies of the international edition of Trefoil News which is published every
January. The Distribution Centre stocks lots of brilliant books such as ‘A world of ideas’ the ultimate
activity pack of programme ideas from around the world for Brownies and Guides by Girlguiding UK.
They also stock lots of song books with international songs and a great cookery book with tasty ideas
called the ‘International cookbook’.
Don’t forget you will find lots more activities and resources in your local library and through the
internet. So have fun and enjoy.

CRAFTS
Handprint - Dove
(Unity) Wreath
This wreath symbolizes cultural unity.
TIME: 20 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED: paint (brown, yellow, red & white), paper (white &
orange), scissors, glue, paintbrushes, containers to mix the paint in

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Crafts

Part 5 - Celebrating
Cultural Diversity

WHAT TO DO:
1. Mix up the paints with the girls for the various skin-colours.
2. Possible combinations to try with the paints to create the skin tone
colours: small amount of red + small amount of yellow + white or brown +
white or yellow + small amount of brown
3. Make between 9 and 12 handprints in various skin tone colours by dipping a hand in paint
and stamping it on the paper, for each wreath.
4. Let the handprints dry.
5. Make the dove by tracing a hand with the thumb extended and 4 fingers
close together onto the centre of a piece of white paper.
6. Glue on a beak from orange construction paper or draw one on with orange marker.
7. Draw on a wing and an eye with black pencil, crayon or marker
8. Cut out the skin tone handprints and glue them together in a circle to form a wreath.  
9. Glue the dove onto the back of the wreath (so that the wreath acts like a picture frame). Trim the
edges of the paper that the dove is on as necessary.
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Crafts Celebrating Cultural Diversity Section Two

Korean Fan
TIME: 20 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED: Tracing paper, thin card for fan, glue, thick card for handle, felt-tip pens, paints or
crayons – preferably yellow, blue and red, scissors
WHAT TO DO:
1. Use the template below to trace the fan shape onto the piece of thin card.
2. Cut it out, then colour it in following the directions on the template.
3. Trace the handle shape onto thick card twice and cut them out.
4. Decorate them to look like wood or black lacquer.
5. Glue one of the handles onto each side of the fan in the position shown below.
NOTE TO LEADERS: Koreans use one of the oldest styles of fan to keep themselves cool. The design is based on a palm leaf,
but they are now brightly coloured and fun to make – especially in the summer. The three colours used – red, yellow and blue –
are popular in Korea and the pattern on the fan is one of the national symbols of Korea.

Blue

Red

Yellow
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TIME: 60-90 minutes (4 parts)
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Brownies or Guides
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED: (per piñata): 2 cups flour & 3 cups water, paint, crayons, or markers, newspaper,
string, balloon, coloured crepe paper, hole punch, sweets or toys, or any other fun surprises
WHAT TO DO:
Part 1
1. Blow up a large balloon and tie the end.
2. Mix the flour and water together until it makes a smooth paste.
3. Cut the newspaper into 1 inch thick long strips and dip into the flour/water mixture.
4. Carefully place the strips on the balloon until it is covered, leaving a hole at the top.
5. Set aside and let the balloon dry.
Part 2
6. Place another layer of newspaper dipped in the mixture over the balloon and let dry.
Part 3
7. Repeat with one more layer, making sure you leave the hole at the top.
Part 4
8. When dry, pop and remove the balloon.
9. Paint the piñata with different designs and colours.
10. If desired, hang coloured crepe paper from the sides and bottom.
11. Punch 2 small holes in the top near the opening and string a large piece of string through the two
holes.
12. Fill your piñata (through the hole you left at the top) with sweets, toys, or any other fun surprises.
You should also fill with strips of newspaper so that the surprises are not all in one location.
13. Tie your piñata in the air with the string and have fun!

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Crafts

Pinata

NOTE TO LEADER:
• Piñatas are found at almost every Mexican celebration. Piñatas were traditionally in the shape of a
six-pointed star and were filled with fruit, sweets, and small toys. Today they are designed in all types
of shapes, including animals, plants, and flowers.
• At fiestas, the piñatas are hung in the air and children are blindfolded and take turns swinging at the
piñatas. Eventually, the piñata is hit hard enough and it breaks releasing the sweets and toys that it
contained.
• You can be very creative with this project. You can design your piñata into any shape (animal, flower, etc,)
using your imagination. Use thick coloured paper filled with scrunched up newspaper and glue or tape
to add any details to your basic piñata structure.
• This activity would best be done during an indoor weekend away as it would give the piñata plenty
of time to dry.
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Crafts Celebrating Cultural Diversity Section Two

Chinese New Year Lanterns
TIME: 10 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED: Coloured paper (construction paper or gift wrapping), scissors, glue, tape or a
stapler

WHAT TO DO:
1. Fold a rectangular piece of paper in half, making a long thin
rectangle.
2. Make a series of cuts (about a dozen or more) along the fold
line.
3. Don’t cut all the way to the edge of the paper.
4. Unfold the paper.
5. Glue or staple the short edges of the paper together.
6. Cut a strip of paper 6 inches long and ½ inch wide.
7. Glue or staple this strip of paper across one end of the lantern – this will be the handle of the
lantern

Paper Plate Maracas
A maraca is a Latin American and Tupi rattle.
TIME: 10 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED: one or two paper plates per girl,
dried beans, rice or popcorn, stapler, paint, markers or crayons,
crepe paper streamers (optional)

WHAT TO DO:
1. Put a handful or two of dried beans, rice or popcorn on a paper plate.
2. Staple another paper plate securely on top of it.
3. You can use a single plate for each Maraca instead by folding a paper plate in
half, adding the beans, then stapling the rim to itself.
4. Decorate the maracas with crayons, markers or paint.
5. Optional: Staple long crepe paper streamers to the maracas.
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NOTE TO LEADER: You now have great maracas that you can use to make music.

TIME: 30 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Brownies and Guides
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED: (per team) large sheets of paper/wallpaper, paints, scissors, old magazines, glue,
bits of old material, pencils
WHAT TO DO:
1. Put the girls into teams of 4-6.
2. Explain to the girls that they are going to make a collage of a Kenyan person.
3. Give each team the material needed.
4. Get one girl in each team to lie down on the sheet of paper and get another to draw around her.
5. They start by painting or colouring the face, hands and feet.
6. Draw a ‘costume’ onto the shape and then use material, scraps from old magazines etc to make the
costume.
7. These collages could be cut out and displayed in a family group.
NOTE TO LEADER:
• Perhaps Guides could draw the person free-hand?
• The collage could be of ‘costumes’ from any country of the leader’s or girls’ choice?

Chinese Dragon
Dragons are symbols of good fortune in Chinese New Year celebrations
TIME: 30 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PREPARATION: Cut a strip of crepe paper 3 - 4 inches wide and between 3 and 6 ft long

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Crafts

A Kenyan Collage

WHAT YOU NEED (per girl): paints, in colours desired, markers or crayons to decorate the head,
paint brushes, heavy paper (1” x 7”), wide crepe paper (at least 3 1/2” x 3’), stapler, photocopy of
dragon overleaf, pencil, scissors
WHAT TO DO:
1. Get the girls to dab an assortment of spots and lines on the crepe paper with a paintbrush. Let dry.
If desired, hang the crepe paper on a clothesline or some place so that it can dry.
2. Get each girl to colour the dragon head as they wish.
3. Cut out the dragon head.
4. Staple the handle across the back of the head (made from a 1” x 7” piece of sturdy paper).
5. Staple the wide body strip of crepe paper to the back of the dragon head (once it is dry!).
6. Grab the handle with one hand and hold your dragon high.
7. Have a dragon parade! Give the girls lots of room to make their dragons dance!
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Crafts Celebrating Cultural Diversity Section Two

TIME: 15 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies Wider World Numbered Challenge No. 14 & Brownie Interest Badge
Book Lover part 4
PREPARATION: Photocopy of the bookmark for each girl (see template below) For Ladybirds you
could photocopy the template on card instead.
WHAT YOU NEED: Photocopies of bookmarks, scissors, glue, wool, hole punch, clear contact paper,
cardboard or card.

WHAT TO DO:
1. Cut out the bookmark (one big rectangle) and fold in half (left to right) along the centre line.
2. Cut out a piece of cardboard to go in the centre to make the bookmark sturdier.
3. Glue the bookmark together.
4. Cover with clear contact paper so that it will last longer.
5. Punch a hole in the top of the bookmark with the hole punch.
6. Tie a piece of string/wool through the hole as a tassel.

READ
A
BOOK

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Crafts

Egyptian Bookmarks
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Dream Catchers
(for younger girls)
TIME: 20 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED (per girl): paper plate, beads, wool, feathers, scissors, hole
punch

WHAT TO DO:
1. Cut the centre out of the paper plate.
2. Around the inside of the circle punch holes with the hole punch. The more holes
you punch, the longer it will take to finish.
3. Pull the wool through the holes in any way you want.
4. Add one or two beads as you go.
5. Use a couple of the holes and tie a piece of wool and add a couple of beads and
some feathers. Allow them to hang down.
6. Hang near or over a bed.

Dream Catchers
(for older girls)
TIME: 20 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Guides
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED (per girl): metal ring; (key chain rings work well), beads, wool (multiple colours),
feathers

WHAT TO DO:
1. Knot the wool around the ring.
2. Tightly wrap the wool around the ring.
3. After 5 wraps for a key ring and 10-25 wraps for a larger ring pull the wool across the ring and start
wrapping again.
4. You can change colours or continue with one colour.
5. Randomly add a bead or two as you go. Repeat until you have gone all the way around.
6. Tie a piece of wool, add a couple of beads and allow to hang down.
7. Hang near or over a bed
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TIME: 15-20 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Indigo Spot
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED: pasta shapes, paintbrushes, wool, paint (black, red & green), beads
WHAT TO DO:
1. Give each girl some wool, roughly the length of a long necklace.
2. Leave a selection of beads and shapes on the table/floor for them to choose from.
3. Get the girls to thread material of their own choice through the coloured wool.
4. The pasta and bead necklaces could then have the pasta shapes painted in the Kenyan colours.

Swedish Dove
In Sweden dove decorations are hung in windows at Christmas time.
TIME: 20 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Brownies and Guides
PREPARATION: None
WHAT YOU NEED (per girl): tracing paper, scissors, cotton, ribbon or wool, stiff white card at least
10cm x 16cm, gold, white or silver paper or coloured tissue paper 15cm x 15cm
WHAT TO DO:
1. Trace the dove shape below onto the white card and cut it out.
2. Fold the coloured paper into a fan. The pleats should be about 1.5cm wide.
3. Cut small nicks out of each side in the centre.
4. Cut the slit on the dove as marked then thread the fan through the opening.
5. Open out the fan to make the wings.

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Crafts

Bead Craft

6. Thread a piece of cotton, ribbon or wool through the position marked on the template and
make a loop.
7. Hang the dove in a window
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Crafts Celebrating Cultural Diversity Section Two

International Celebrating
Cultures Festival Calendar
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Craft, design a calendar marking festivals and events worldwide. These could
include religious festivals, harvest festivals, lunar celebrations, national festivals.
TIME: Over two weeks. 30-40 minutes each week
AIM(S): To explore how and why people celebrate who they are
GROUP SIZE: 12 or 24 ideally. The activity can also work with other numbers but tasks given to the
girls will need to be altered
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybird Blue Spot
WHAT YOU NEED: Paper, card, magazines, pens, pencils, paints and other art material, books and
information from the internet about different religious festivals and other cultural events.
PREPARATION: Refer to information in Section three in this pack. Bring in books about religious
festivals and other cultural events that are celebrated around the world. Bring in pictures from
magazines and the internet of various celebrations around the world.
WHAT TO DO:
1. Discuss festivals and cultural celebrations with the girls in your Group. Discuss events/ festivals/
religious celebrations that are important in Ireland e.g. Christmas, Halloween, Easter, St.Patrick’s
Day. Tell them that they are going to create a Calendar of festivals and cultural celebrations around
the world.
2. Divide girls into teams of 12 ideally. Each team designs 12 illustrations for their international
calendar.
3. The teams will be subdivided into pairs and each pair will be given two months of the year. They
need to find out about festivals that are celebrated during these months.
NOTE: They can find information on festivals or celebrations such as The Chinese New Year,
Thanksgiving, Bastille Day, American Independence Day, festival of Mardi Gras.
4. The girls in the pairs can decide to focus on separate months or work together to create
illustrations for each month. They begin work immediately and are given a week to work on their
illustrations.
5. The following week, the larger team then comes together to compile their calendar. The girls’
birthdays or name days can then be included and the cover of the calendar can be created and
decorated.
6. Have a discussion with the whole Group about the Calendars and the festivals and celebrations that
are included in them. The girls who designed the pages can tell the Group more about the particular
festivals and celebrations if they would like to. If possible display the calendars on the wall where
your Group meets.

NOTE TO LEADER: Name days are celebrated in many countries (e.g. Poland and Greece) in preference
to birthdays. Your name day will occur once a year and everyone with a particular name celebrates on
that day.
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Castanets are used by flamenco dancers. The flamenco is a lively dance which originated in Southern
Spain. Female flamenco dancers wear long, frilled dresses and click a pair of castanets in their hands.
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S): To have fun while making, experimenting and learning about flamenco dancing
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds or Brownies.
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Indigo spot
WHAT YOU NEED:
•

A piece of strong cardboard for each of the girls (for example from a cereal box), which needs to be
about 15cm x 15cm.

•

Two bottle tops for each participant. (5 cent coins can be used instead of bottle tops but it is easier
to make music with bottle tops)

•

Glue

PREPARATION: Make a sample castanet
WHAT TO DO:
1. Fold the cardboard in half.
2. Glue the bottle tops to the inside of the cardboard; one on each side.
3. When the glue has dried the castanets will click when pressed together sharply.
Practice using the castanets with the girls.

GAMES
Name: Catch the Chuang
Country: Thailand
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Games

Making Castanets

TIME: 10 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: A towel or other large piece of cloth, tied in a knot to resemble a ball with a tail (a
Chuang)
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Form two teams.
2. Introduce the girls to the ‘Chuang’
3. The Chuang is thrown back and forth between the two teams until one player fails to catch it. That
player then joins the opposing team.
4. The game ends when one team has lost its players
NOTE TO LEADER: This game is traditionally played on special holidays such as Songkran. Songkran is
the traditional Thai New Year which is celebrated about the middle of April.
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Name: Rabbit without a house
Country: Brazil
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity/energiser
TIME: 10 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Pick a girl to be “it” (the rabbit without a house) and someone to be the caller.
2. Divide the others into teams of 3.
3. Each team makes a rabbit in a house by two girls holding hands (the house) and one (the rabbit)
standing inside them.
4. The caller yells “Find a house” and all the rabbits, including the one without a house, have to run to
find another house.
5. The rabbit left without a house becomes “it”.

Name: I Wen Hu
Country: Taiwan
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity/energiser
TIME: 10 minutes
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. The ‘I wen Hu’ meaning Commander/leader stands at the top of the room with her back turned to
the girls.
2. On the signal from the other leader she counts to a number (e.g. 5 or 10) and turns around.
3. If the commander catches a person moving when she turns around, that person must go back to
the beginning. Each time the commander turns her back the girls try to reach the top and tap the
commander on the back.

Name: Jan, Ken, Pon
Country: Japan
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TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity
TIME: 10 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. This is the same as Rock, Paper, Scissors in Ireland.
2. The first person who gets to 7 points wins.
3. Stone beats Scissors, Scissors beats Paper, Paper beats Stone
Jan beats Ken, Ken beats Pon, Pon beats Jan.

TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity/energiser
TIME: 10 minutes
AGE GROUP: Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Red Spot, Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None

WHAT TO DO:
1. One girl is the hawk and all the other girls are hens.
2. Each end of the hall is a safety zone.
3. The hawk stands between the safety zones and tries to catch the hens as they run back and forth
from one safety zone to the other.
4. When a hen is caught, she sits on the side and watches the game.
5. The last hen caught becomes the hawk.

Name: Sheep & Hyena
Country: Sudan
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity
TIME: 10 minutes
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Games

Name: Hawk and hens
Country: Zimbabwe

WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None

WHAT TO DO:
1. The Leader asks two girls to volunteer, one become the hyena and the other the sheep.
2. The rest of the girls join hands and form a tight circle.
3. The girl who is a sheep stands in the middle of the circle.
4. The players in the circle have to try to keep the hyena from breaking through the circle to get to
the sheep
5. The game ends when the hyena gets the sheep or gets too tired to go after the sheep anymore.
6. Two other girls become the sheep and hyena.
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Name: Shoe Game
Country: Netherlands
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity/energiser
TIME: 10 minutes
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies & Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Nothing
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Ask the girls to sit in a circle.
2. Each girl removes one shoe and keeps it in her right hand on the floor
3. All sing:

I will pass this shoe from me, to you, to you
I will pass this shoe from me, to you, to you
4. When the song starts she taps her shoe in front of herself, to her right, to her left and repeats for
the second line.
5. On the final “to you” she drops her shoe in front of the girl to her left.
6. The song continues and each girl now uses the shoe that has been placed in front of her.

Name: The Ocean is Stormy
Country: Denmark
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity and memory game
TIME: 10 minutes
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Chalk/string
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Use chalk or string to mark circles on the floor or ground.
2. Get into pairs. Each pair, except one, should stand in a circle and choose the name of a fish. The
names of some fish are: Sea Bass, Trout, Perch, Catfish, Herring, Salmon, Pike, Flounder and
Sturgeon.
3. The 2 girls who have not chosen fish names are the whales. They walk around the outside of the
circles and call out names of fish.
4. When a pair’s fish name is called, they leave the circle and walk behind the whales.
5. After all the fish names are called, or after the whales call all the names they can think of, the
whales shout “The ocean is stormy!”
6. Then everyone rushes to find a circle. Any two girls can get in a circle.
7. The 2 girls left without a circle become the whales for the next game.
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TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity/energiser
TIME: 10 minutes
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Indigo Spot, Brownies Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Beanbag
PREPARATION: None

WHAT TO DO:
1. The girls stand in a circle. Divide them into teams of three. In each team, you have a mother, father
and a baby.
2. Place a beanbag in the middle of a circle.
3. The Leader calls a name (mother, father or baby) and whoever is called runs around the outside of
the circle clockwise.
4. The other two members of the team stand one in front of the other with their legs wide apart.
5. When the Leader shouts ‘home’ everyone must keep going until they get back to their own team,
then they must crawl underneath their partners’ legs into the middle of the circle.
6. Whoever gets to the beanbag first gets a point for their team and so on.

Name: Down,Down,Down
Country: Australia
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Warm up activity/energiser
TIME: 10 minutes
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies & Guides

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Games

Name: Mother, Father, Baby
Country: Kenya

PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: A ball for each pair
PREPARATION: None

WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into pairs
2. The two girls throw a ball back and forth between them.
3. When 1 of the girls drops the ball, both say “down, down, down”.
4. After that, the girl who dropped the ball gets down on 1 knee, elbow or chin, etc.
5. The game continues on like this until one of the players cannot go further “down”.
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Name: Da Ga
Country: Ghana
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Teambuilding
TIME: 10-15 minutes
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds and Brownies
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownie Wider World Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: String or Chalk
PREPARATION: None
WHAT TO DO:
1. Mark out a corner of the room – this is the snake’s den. Ask for one volunteer to be the snake.
2. Everybody sits on the ground and must move without standing up. The snake chases people
and when the first girl is caught she joins the snake in chasing others. Only the first and last girl
forming the snake can catch people. If the snake breaks, it must return to its den before coming out
again.
3. The game continues until only one girl remains free.

Name: Hanukkah Spinning Top
Faith: Judaism
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Traditional game played at Hanukkah, an important Jewish festival. (See Section three)
TIME: 10 minutes
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Indigo Spot, Brownies Wider World
Numbered Challenge No.18
WHAT YOU NEED: Pencils and card, scissors, pencil sharpeners, rulers,
tokens e.g. pebbles, sweets, nuts and explanation on cards of how to
play with the spinning top for each team
PREPARATION: Make a sample spinning top						
WHAT TO DO:
To make the spinning top
1. Mark a 4 inch square of light cardboard diagonally into four.
2. Write the 4 words N (nothing), G (everything), H (half) and S (put in one) in the four spaces. Each
letter goes in a separate space.
3. Push a short sharp pencil through a hole in the centre of the cardboard.
How to play with the spinning top
Play in small teams (2 or 3 girls in each team)
1. Place a small pile of tokens e.g. nuts in the middle. Give each player some also.
2. The players take turns spinning and follow the directions on the side uppermost when it stops, i.e.
take all, take half, put one token in.
3. Play until someone wins all the tokens.
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NOTE TO LEADERS: The letters used in the game come from Nes Gadol Hayah Shan which means
“great miracle happened here” in Yiddish.

World of Music
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Listening activity
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S): To explore young people’s awareness of the world through music
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Indigo Spot
WHAT YOU NEED: Samples of music from around the world (available in most music shops or can be
downloaded from the internet), map of the world and a CD player
PREPARATION: Find suitable music
NOTE TO LEADER: One website where you can download music is called: www.worldmusic.net/listen
WHAT TO DO:
1.			
Explain to the girls that you are going to play some pieces of music. Ask them to close their
eyes and listen carefully. The girls have to guess where the music comes from.
2.		
After they guess they must point this place out on the map. Ask them if they like the music. If
they didn’t guess correctly, ask if they were surprised about its origins.

Songs
TIME: 5 minutes per song approximately
AIMS:
•
To learn a new song
•
To learn that people all over the world share the same experiences
GROUP SIZE: Any size
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies, Guides and Senior Branch
WHAT YOU NEED: Sheets with the lyrics of the song
PREPARATION: Photocopy the words of the song for the girls
WHAT TO DO:
1. Explain to the girls that they are going to learn a new song. Give out the sheets with the lyrics on it.
Some of them may already know the song.
2. Discuss the words of the song with the girls. Read over all the words to help the girls learn them.
3. Sing the song.

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Music

MUSIC

IT’S A SMALL WORLD AFTER ALL
WORDS:
		
		
		

It’s a world of laughter, a world of tears
It’s a world of hopes and a world of fears
There’s so much that we share, that it’s time we’re aware
It’s a small world after all.

CHORUS:
		
		
		

It’s a small world after all
It’s a small world after all
It’s a small world after all
It’s a small, small world.

		
		
		
		

There is just one moon and one golden sun
And a smile means friendship to everyone
Though the oceans are wide and the mountains divide
It’s a small world after all.

		

REPEAT CHORUS.
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MAKE NEW FRIENDS
WORDS:
		

Make new friends, but keep the old,
One is silver and the other’s gold

ACTIONS:
1.
Everyone gets a partner, numbering themselves ‘one’ and ‘two’.
2.
The number ones form an outer circle while the number twos form an inner circle.
3.
In circles facing their partner the song is sung once while shaking hands with the left hand at the
same time.
4.
Then the inner circle takes one step to the right and everyone repeats the song and actions.
5.
Girls keep repeating song and actions until they have returned to their original partners.

I’D LIKE TO TEACH THE WORLD TO SING
TUNE: 		

The “Coca Cola” song

WORDS:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

I’d like to build the world a home
And furnish it with love
Grow apple trees and honey bees and snow-white turtle doves
I’d like to teach the world to sing
In perfect harmony
I’d like to hold it in my arms and keep it company
I’d like to see the world for once
All standing hand in hand
And hear them echo through the hills “Ah, peace throughout the land”

		
		
		
		

I’d like to teach the world to sing In perfect harmony
I’d like to build the world a home
And furnish it with love
Grow apple trees and honey bees and snow-white turtle doves

A SINGING GAME FOR BROWNIES
TUNE: 		

Here we go around the Mulberry Bush – words by Wendy Baker

WORDS:
		
		
		

Here we go round and round the world,
Round the world, round the world.
Here we go round and round the world,
To visit all the Brownies. (Skip while singing)

		
		
		
		

England is where the Brownies began,
Brownies began, Brownies began,
England is where the Brownies began,
According to the Founder’s plan. (Skip)

		
		
		
		

In Holland the Brownies all wear clogs,
All wear clogs, all wear clogs,
In Holland the Brownies all wear clogs,
And clomp around in jigs and jogs. (Heel out- touch foot each time)

		
		
		
		

Each Brownie in India is called a Bulbul,
Called a Bulbul, called a Bulbul,
Each Brownie in India is called a Bulbul,
She might wear a sari which looks nice and cool (Flap arms)

		

(Note: A Bulbul is a brightly coloured cheerful bird in India)

		
		
		
		

In Australia the Brownies see kangaroos,
See kangaroos, See kangaroos,
In Australia the Brownies see kangaroos,
Hoppity, skippety, jump! (Hop like kangaroos)

Japanese Brownies all have fans,
All have fans, all have fans,
Japanese Brownies all have fans,
And wave them gently with their hands.

		

(pretend to have a fan & fan yourself)

		
		
		
		

When German Brownies wave good-bye,
Wave good-bye, wave good-bye,
When German Brownies wave good-bye,
They say “Auf Wiedersehen” (Wave goodbye)

		
		
		
		

In every land they lend a hand,
Lend a hand, lend a hand,
In every land they lend a hand,
That’s the Brownie Motto! (Make a Brownie Sign)

NOTE TO LEADERS:
Other songs with an International theme:
From ‘Ladybird Songbook and CD’ (Available in the Distribution Centres)
•
•
•

Dance, Dance, Dance the Ladybirds (No.8)
Friends (No.13)
Key-Lay-Lay, An African naming song (No.23)

From ‘The Brownie Guide to Songs’ (Available in the Distribution Centres)
•
•
•
•

Chelo Papella (No. 21)
Jaybird (No. 52)
Kookaburra (No. 53)
My Ship sailed from China (No.55)

From ‘Songs Just For A Guide’ (Available in the Distribution Centres)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Dutch Shoe Song (No. 10)
Tzena (No. 13)
The Austrian Yodeller (No. 35)
Tongo (No. 40)
Pax Lodge Song (No. 45)
Our Chalet Song (No. 46)
Our Cabaña Song (no. 47)
Sangam Song (No. 48)
The Mexican Fruit Song (No. 49)
Twapandula (No. 50)
Norwegian Echo Song (No. 53)
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FOOD
Food From Around The World
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Teamwork
TIME: 20-30 minutes
AIM(S): To test the girls’ knowledge of where foods originate from and to familiarise the girls with
food from different parts of the world
GROUP SIZE: Any
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Blue spot, Brownies My World Numbered Challenge No. 1 & Wider
World Numbered Challenge No. 15
WHAT YOU NEED: Food e.g. dried pasta, chocolate, tea leaves, curry powder and a sheet of paper
with names of different countries around the world that the food items come from.
WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls evenly into teams of 5 or 6 if possible.
2. Each team is given a sheet of paper and samples of the food.
3. They must put the food into the section of the sheet that it matches up with.
4. See which team gets finished first.
5. Go through the correct matches.
6. Show the girls a sample of some Sushi and ask them where it comes from and if they know the
ingredients. Use different samples for Ladybird and Brownie age groups.
NOTE TO LEADERS: You could simplify this for Ladybirds by having a map of the world and pictures of
food and ask them to stick the food to the country of origin.

Shopping Trip
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Outing in local area
TIME: 1 hour
AIM(S):
• To illustrate the growing diversity in the food we eat.
• To find out what proportion of the food they eat has been influenced by the movement of people
around the world.
GROUP SIZE: At least 9
AGE GROUP: Ladybirds, Brownies and Guides
PROGRAMME LINK: Ladybirds Indigo spot, Brownies My World Numbered Challenge No. 1 and Wider
World Numbered Challenge No.15
WHAT YOU NEED: Enough Leaders and parents to help for this outing (see ratios of adult to girls in
IGG’s Safety Guidelines), paper and pencils
PREPARATION: Let parents know where you will be going on this outing and ask if they would like to
come along to help you with the girls. Visit the local supermarket and have a look around yourself before
visiting with the girls.
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NOTE TO LEADER:
• You can come up with a list of questions that the girls need to answer during the visit, e.g. find a
food from Spain, on what aisle would you find food from Mexico? You will come up with more ideas
for questions during your visit to the supermarket.
• Alternatively you could bring food to the meeting rather than bringing girls to the supermarket.

1. Visit the local supermarket with the girls in your Group.
2. Divide the girls into teams to look at different types of food such as bread, fruit and vegetables, dried
food such as pasta and rice, tinned food, spices etc.
3. Give each team a sheet of paper. One girl in the team must write down where each food item is
grown, where it is manufactured and in which country the food is eaten. Alternatively Ladybird
Guides could tell their Leader the answer and she will then write the answers down.
4. Gather the whole Group together, and get each team to tell the others what they discovered or if they
have any questions about the foods they looked at. Answer any of these questions.

Recipe: Pizza
Country: Italy
Usually the pizza we buy is ready made and we just heat it. Why not make it from scratch? This works
very well on Brownie Pack Holiday when there is more time.

PROGRAMME LINK:
Brownies My World numbered challenge No.4
Brownies Wider World numbered challenge No. 11
Brownie Interest Badge Cook (Advanced) part 3
Brownie Interest Badge International part 6
Guides Spruce Award My World Compulsory Challenge
Guides Lifeskills numbered challenge No. 12
Guides Cultural Awareness Badge part 3

WHAT YOU NEED: (amounts are for 4 girls)

Section Two Celebrating Cultural Diversity Food

WHAT TO DO:

1 sachet of active dried yeast, 3 ½ cups of warm water,			500gm plain flour,			
1 tablespoon olive oil, 1 tablespoon salt, other pizza toppings e.g. ham, pineapple, sweetcorn			

WHAT TO DO:
1. Divide the girls into teams of 4
2. Put the yeast into the water and stir vigorously.
3. Beat in ½ the flour, olive oil and salt followed by the remaining flour.
4. Knead till smooth and elastic, then put it into an oiled bowl and leave to rise in a warm place for about
1½ hours (until twice the size)
5. Cut the dough into 4 and let each girl knead and flatten her own pizza base into a circle (the shape is
not vital!).
6. The girls put tomato puree on the bottom of the dough
7. They then put the grated cheese and the toppings of their choice on top.
8. The Leader devises a system to identify each pizza and places them in the oven for about 20 minutes
at 215°C or 425°F.
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Recipe: Koko
Country: Ghana
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Spruce Award, My World Compulsory Challenge; Lifeskills numbered
challenge No. 12 and Cultural Awareness badge part 3
WHAT YOU NEED:
60gm cornmeal, Pinch of salt, ½ litre of water

WHAT TO DO:
1. Boil the water in a saucepan and add a pinch of salt.
2. Mix the cornmeal to a paste with a little cold water.
3. Bring back to the boil and cook on a low heat for about 10 minutes.
4. Serve with milk and sugar.

NOTE TO LEADER:
• Ask the girls does it taste the same as oatmeal porridge?
• Why would people from Ghana eat cornmeal rather than oatmeal porridge?

Recipe: Banana Toast
Country: Solomon Islands
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies My World Compulsory Challenges numbered Challenge No. 4 &
Brownie Interest badge International part 6, Guides Spruce Award My World Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED (for four girls): 4 bananas, 1 teaspoon of cinnamon powder, juice of an orange or
lemon, slices of bread for toast, grated rind of orange or lemon, butter for spreading, 2 tablespoons
of caster sugar, bacon.

WHAT TO DO:
1. Place bananas, fruit juice and rind in a bowl and mash together until smooth.
2. In a separate bowl, mix together the sugar and cinnamon.
3. Toast the bread on one side only
4. Thinly butter the untoasted sides and sprinkle with half sugar and cinnamon mixture
5. Spread the banana mixture on next and top with remaining sugar mix
6. Grill lightly
7. Serve with grilled bacon as they do in the Solomon Islands
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Traditional sushi is cold rice with fish, cheese or vegetables rolled up in seaweed.
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Spruce Award My World Compulsory Challenge, Lifeskills numbered
challenge No. 12 and Cultural Awareness badge part 3
WHAT YOU NEED: Sheets of toasted seaweed (available for purchase), sushi seasoning, sushi rice,
bamboo mat, wasabi paste, bowl of vinegared water, cheese, paper plates, cucumber, knives & forks,
soy sauce, plastic gloves
WHAT TO DO:
1. Cook the rice and add the sushi seasoning
2. Fold one sheet of seaweed in half parallel with lines marked on rough side of sheet, cut along fold.
3. Place a half sheet, shiny-side down, lengthways across bamboo mat or tea towel about 2cm from
edge closest to you.
4. Dip fingers in bowl of vinegared water. Put cooked rice in centre of seaweed, spread out over
seaweed. Place a dab of wasabi paste in the centre of the rice. Place a strip of cheese and
cucumber end to end.
5. Roll the bamboo mat or tea towel, pressing gently but tightly.
6. Unroll mat. Place sushi roll on a board and cut into pieces
7. Serve with soy sauce and more wasabi, if desired

Recipe: Afghan Biscuits
Country: New Zealand
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies My World numbered challenge No. 4, Brownie interest badge Cook
(Advanced)) part 3 & Brownie interest badge International part 6, Guides Spruce Award My World
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Recipe: Sushi
Country: Japan

Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: (makes about 25 biscuits), 7oz butter, 6oz plain flour, 2oz caster sugar, 1oz cocoa
powder, 1 teaspoon of vanilla essence, 1 teaspoon baking powder, 2 oz chopped dates, 2oz cornflakescrushed
WHAT TO DO:
1. Place butter and sugar in a mixing bowl and cream together until soft, light and fluffy.
2. Blend in vanilla essence and dates.
3. Sieve flour, cocoa and baking powder into mixture and fold in.
4. Fold in cornflakes.
5. Divide into 25 pieces and press into flat circles.
6. Place on a greased baking tray.
7. Bake in a moderate oven (350-375°F/Gas 4-5) until firm to touch.
8. Cool on a wire tray.
9. When cold, these biscuits can be decorated with chocolate icing.
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Recipe: Guacamole
Country: Mexico
Mexicans eat guacamole with tortillas or tacos and it is a nice dip for raw vegetables.
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Spruce Award My World Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: 2 ripe avocados, juice of half a lemon, 1 tomato peeled and finely chopped, salt &
pepper
WHAT TO DO:
1. Halve the avocados, remove the stones and scoop the flesh into a large bowl.
2. Add the other ingredients together with a fork. Season to taste
3. Serve quickly before mixture turns brown.

Recipe: Turkish Delight
Country: Turkey
PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies My World numbered challenge No. 4 & Brownie interest badge
International part 6, Guides Spruce Award My World Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: ¼ litre of water, 30gm gelatine, 500gm sugar, icing sugar, green colouring &
peppermint flavouring or rose water & vanilla flavouring, cornflour
WHAT TO DO:
1. Put the water into a large pot.
2. Add gelatine and sugar, heat slowly until the sugar has dissolved.
3. Boil for 20 minutes stirring from time to time.
4. Leave to cool for about 10 minutes without stirring.
5. Stir in either a few drops of green colouring and peppermint flavouring or rose water and vanilla.
6. Pour into a square silicone cake tray and leave OVERNIGHT TO SET.
7. Cut into squares and toss each piece in a mixture of cornflour and icing sugar.
8. Keep in an airtight tin.

Recipe: Hummus
Country: Middle East
It is a thick creamy spread made from chick peas mixed with tahini, a paste made from crushed
sesame seeds and is usually served with pitta bread.
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Spruce Award My World Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: 1 can of chick peas, juice of one lemon, 1 tablespoon of tahini, salt, 1 clove of garlic,
peeled and crushed, paprika
WHAT TO DO:
1. Drain the chick peas.
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2. Puree the chick peas in a liquidiser or food processor.
3. Add the tahini, garlic, lemon juice and salt and stir thoroughly.
4. Serve with pitta bread.

PROGRAMME LINK: Brownies My World numbered challenge No. 4, Brownie interest badge Cook
(Advanced) part 3 & Brownie interest badge International part 6, My World Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: 150g Fairtrade dark chocolate, saucepan, 2 tablespoons golden syrup, wooden
spoon, 2 tablespoons cocoa powder, freezer bag, 100g butter, rolling pin, grated zest of 1 large
orange, grater, 225g digestive biscuits, plate, petit four cases (optional)
WHAT TO DO:
1. Put the chocolate, golden syrup, cocoa powder and butter in a saucepan.
2. Stir gently over a low heat until they have melted together.
3. Put digestive biscuits into a freezer bag and crush them with a rolling pin.
4. Stir the crushed biscuits and orange zest into the melted chocolate mixture.
5. Leave the mixture until it is cool enough to touch.
6. Using the palms of your hands, roll the mixture into small balls.
7. Put the balls on a plate and pop them into the fridge to set for about 30 minutes.
8. Once the balls have set, make them look extra special by putting each ball into a petit four case.

Recipe: Keftedes
Country: Greece
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Spruce World Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: 1 small loaf of white bread, 1 tablespoon vinegar, 1 large onion, 1 tablespoon
vegetable oil, 900gm minced pork, 2 medium eggs, 2 tablespoons chopped parsley, salt & pepper
WHAT TO DO:
1. Cut the crust off the bread and soak it in water.
2. Chop the onion finely.
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Recipe: Choc-Orange Bites
Country: England

3. Remove bread from water and squeeze out any excess water.
4. Mix all ingredients together.
5. Then take small amounts of mixture, roll into balls, dust with flour and fry in oil.
6. Serve hot or cold.

Recipe: Chocolate Truffles
Country: Columbia
PROGRAMME LINK: Guides Spruce Award My World Compulsory Challenge
WHAT YOU NEED: 1 bar of dark chocolate, 1 tin of condensed milk, cocoa power or chopped nuts or
desiccated coconut
WHAT TO DO:
1. Melt the chocolate in a bowl over a pan of hot water.
2. Pour in a dessertspoon full of condensed milk.
3. Add more condensed milk until the mixture thickens
4. Allow it to cool then roll into small balls and then roll balls into either the cocoa, nut or coconut.
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References for Activities
Part 1 - Identity and belonging
Counter game

www.group-games.com

Applaud

Oberman, Rowan, 2004. Embracing Diversity, Youth Activities on
Multiculturalism and the Environment. Eco-Unesco.

Identity T-shirts

Oberman, Rowan, 2004. Embracing Diversity, Youth Activities on
Multiculturalism and the Environment. Eco-Unesco.

All about me

Dance to a Different Beat: Leader’s Resource Pack, 2004.
Irish Girl Guides.

Tree of life

All different, all equal Education Pack, 1995 Council of Europe.

Guess my identity

Youth Action against Racism and Discrimination, 2004. Life Stories: Exploring identity
with young people. National Youth Council of Ireland.

Who influences my ideas?

Rutter, Jill, 1998. Refugees: A resource pack for primary schools.
Refugee Council

Everyone belongs in my
community

Celebrating Difference; an Intercultural Programme for Senior Primary Classes,
Crosscare

Passport

A World of Ideas, 1995. Girlguiding UK.
Part 2 - Diversity and respect

Human bingo

All different, all equal Education Pack, 1995 Council of Europe.

Outlines

Beyond Barriers Toolkit, 2004. Europe Region WAGGGS and Europe Region WOSM.

Me too!

Working with Refugee Girls and Women: Guidelines and training modules, 2001.
WAGGGS

Diversity thermometer

Diversity Toolkit for Guiding and Scouting, 2007. Europe Region WAGGGS, Europe
Region WOSM, Overtures Network.

Leaving home

Dance to a Different Beat: Leader’s Resource Pack, 2004. Irish Girl Guides.

The Travelling people

Cultures in Conflict-Activities exploring cultures in conflict, 1992. DEFY (Development
Education for Youth)

The story of the rainbow

www.cyc-net.org
Part 3 - Cross cultural communication
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One world story

Trefoil News, January 1989. Irish Girl Guides

Greetings from different
countries

A World of Ideas, 1995. Girlguiding UK.

Greeting game

Building World Citizenship: The WAGGGS Perspective, 1999. Irish Girl Guides

Untangle the knot

Peace by Piece: One World Week, 2003. National Youth Council of Ireland.

Ski Walk

Peace ’96: A Programme of Peace Activities for Young People, 1996. Six Associations:
Irish Girl Guides, Catholic Guides of Ireland, Catholic Boy Scouts of Ireland, Scout
Association of Ireland, The Guide Association Northern Ireland and Scout Association
Northern Ireland

We are off to America

Original idea from Sharon Griffin.

Blind Trail

Peace ’96: A Programme of Peace Activities for Young People, 1996. Six Associations:
Irish Girl Guides, Catholic Guides of Ireland, Catholic Boy Scouts of Ireland, Scout
Association of Ireland, The Guide Association Northern Ireland and Scout Association
Northern Ireland.

One World Week, 1991. National Youth Council of Ireland.

What’s in a gesture?

Haynes, Judy, 2002. www.everythingesl.net
Part 4 - Inclusion and exclusion

The big wind blows

Building World Citizenship: The WAGGGS Perspective, 1999. Irish Girl Guides

Spot the star

More Power to Youth: A resource for youth workers on global power and justice, 2007.
National Youth Council of Ireland.

Sticker Game

Beyond Barriers Toolkit, 2004. Europe Region WAGGGS and Europe Region WOSM.

Four corners

Beyond Barriers Toolkit, 2004. Europe Region WAGGGS and Europe Region WOSM.

Labels

All different, all equal Education Pack, 1995 Council of Europe.

Force the circle

All different, all equal Education Pack, 1995 Council of Europe.

The exclusion game

The Rights Stuff: An Education Resource on the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child, 1998. DEFY – Development Education for Youth, Amnesty International and
Trócaire.
Part 5 - Celebrating cultural diversity
Crafts

Handprint – dove (unity) wreath

www.dltk-kids.com

Korean fan

A World of Ideas, 1995. Girlguiding UK.

Piñata

Dance to a Different Beat: Leader’s Resource Pack, 2004. Irish Girl Guides.

Chinese new year lanterns

Trefoil News, Irish Girl Guides

Paper plate maracas

Trefoil News, Irish Girl Guides

A Kenyan collage

Harambee Awareness Pack in Trefoil News, 2002. Irish Girl Guides.

Dream catchers

www.bellaonline.com

Bead craft

Harambee Awareness Pack in Trefoil News, 2002. Irish Girl Guides.

Swedish dove

A World of Ideas, 1995. Girlguiding UK.

Chinese dragon

www.kidsdomain.com
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Pictures say a thousand words

Games
Catch the chuang

National Youth Council of Ireland

Rabbit without a house

National Youth Council of Ireland

I wen hu

National Youth Council of Ireland

Jan, ken, pon

National Youth Council of Ireland

Hawk and hens

National Youth Council of Ireland

Sheep & hyena

National Youth Council of Ireland

Shoe game

Songs Just for a Guide, 2003. Irish Girl Guides

The ocean is stormy

National Youth Council of Ireland

Mother, Father, Baby

Harambee Awareness Pack in Trefoil News, 2002. Irish Girl Guides.

Down, Down, Down

www.thinkquest.org

Da ga

National Youth Council of Ireland
Music/songs

World of music

Big World Small World One World Week Pack, 2002. National Youth Council of Ireland

Songs

Various sources, mainly Trefoil News.
Food activities & recipes

Food from around the world

Show Racism the Red Card Educational Pack, 2003. Show Racism the Red Card, Oxfam,
UK.
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Some useful information for Leaders
Ireland has experienced a significant change in demographics in the last fifteen years (see table on
page 102) with 10% of its current population born outside its borders.1 Ireland however has never been
a country of only one culture. Its cultural diversity is also due to the Traveller community.2 Travellers,
while indigenous to Ireland, constitute a separate cultural group with a different way of life to the
majority of the population. Not yet recognised as a minority “ethnic group”3 by the Irish Government,
Travellers are regarded as a distinct group protected by anti-discrimination legislation4.
There are approximately 25,000 Travellers in Ireland and 15,0005 in England. Travellers have
experienced a long history of discrimination in all areas including education, health, accommodation
and employment. Excluded from Irish society, they have lived in dire conditions with very little or no
access to public or private services.

Travellers: History and traditions
The information below is not intended to be a comprehensive account of Travellers’ history and
traditions. Rather it is intended as an introduction upon which leaders, if they so wish, can build up
their knowledge through further research. This section will only apply to some Travellers. It should be
noted that all minority ethnic communities consist of individuals and are not homogenous groups.
Although Traveller history is largely unrecorded, Travellers have populated Ireland for centuries.
Travellers are a nomadic group with their own language, customs, traditions and history. While always
evolving and changing, they have maintained many aspects of their distinct identity and culture.
Nomadism is a defining feature of Travellers’ identity:
When Travellers speak of travelling, we mean something different from what country people [settled
people] usually understand by it...Country people travel to get from A to B. But for Travellers the
physical act of moving is just one aspect of a nomadic mind-set that permeates every aspect of our
lives. Nomadism entails a way of looking at the world, a different way of perceiving things, and a
different attitude to accommodation, to work and to life in general. (1994: 95)6
In the past, the social units and economic activities of the community depended to a large extent on
their nomadic way of life. Even though only a small minority of Travellers maintain a nomadic way of
life today, this aspect of their identity continues to constitute an essential part of their culture.

1. For further information on the last census carried out 23rd of April, 2006, please visit: www.cso.ie/census/Census2006_Principal_
Demographic_Results.htm.
2. For further information on the Traveller community, visit the web sites: www.itmtrav.com, www.exchangehouse.ie, www.nccri.ie, or www.
paveepoint.ie or www.nccri.ie
3. Travellers are recognised as a minority ethnic group in Northern Ireland and in the UK. The fact that Travellers are not recognised as an ethnic
group, that is, an organised group with a common ancestry, history, culture, tradition and shared identity, means that they are not protected
under National, European or International legislation in relation to racism or their cultural rights.
4. Employment Equality Act, 1998 and Equal Status Act, 2000 (see: www.equality.ie)
5. Figures taken from the Irish Traveller Movement web site: www.itmtrav.com//about.html
6. Words from Michael McDonagh, a Traveller activist. This piece is extracted from the report: MISLI, CRUSH, MISLI. IRISH TRAVELLERS AND
NOMADISM. A research report for the Irish Traveller Movement and Traveller Movement (Northern Ireland) by Mark Donahue, Robbie McVeigh
and Maureen Ward. This report can be found in the Irish Traveller Movement website (www.itmtrav.com)
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this community maintain about Travellers, viweing them as vagrants and uncivilized people. In recent
times, Travellers nomadism has been further restrained by Irish legislation.

7

Travellers used to work in different occupations including crafts, tinsmithing, farming and selling
door to door. In the 1960s and 1970s as a consequence of new economic demands, Travellers
started moving to urban centres changing their way of life significantly.

8

Travellers have their own language known as Cant, which has a couple of different variants, Gammon
and Shelta.
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Lack of understanding regarding nomadism has contributed to the perception that many people outside

For the Traveller community the extended family is an important aspect of the social structure, where
women play an important role in the home and community, often acting as a bridge between their
families and mainstream services. With a rich oral tradition, Travellers have been particularly prolific in
storytelling and music, having developed their own singing styles.
Travellers have been referred to in many different pejorative ways. They should always be referred
to as Travellers and the Traveller community. It is important that leaders talk to the girls directly and
their families to ascertain their needs.
In addition, Travellers have often been victims of discrimination. Leaders should try to be particularly
careful about possible negative attitudes that other girls might show against this community. It is
imperative that leaders challenge and address situations where inappropriate language or prejudices
exists against this community.

7. See the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill (No 2) from 2001, whereby trespassing on land is deemed a criminal offence. For more
information on this bill, visit:http://www.irlgov.ie/bills28/bills/2001/6401/default.htm
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8. For more information see the report mentioned above: MISLI,CRUSH,MISLI. IRISH TRAVELLERS AND NOMADISM. A research report for the
Irish Traveller Movement and Traveller Movement (Northern Ireland) by Mark Donahue, Robbie McVeigh and Maureen Ward. This report can be
found in the Irish Traveller Movement website (www.itmtrav.com)
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Nationalities living in Ireland
According to the last census carried out on the 23rd of April 2006, the breakdown of the nationalities9
living in Ireland was:

Table 1A

Persons usually resident in each Province and County, and present in the State on
Census Night, classified by ethnic or cultural background
Ethnic or Cultural Group
White

Province, County or
City

Total
Irish

Leinster
Carlow
Dublin Co. and City
Kildare
Kilkenny

2,261,258 1,945,056

Irish
Traveller

Black or Black Irish Asian or Asian Irish
Any
other
White
background

African

Any
other
Black
background

Chinese

Any
other
Asian
background

Other
including
mixed
background

Not
stated

11,315

161,897

29,251

2,384

13,016

25,652

27,801

44,886

49,896

44,497

268

3,204

306

39

156

163

432

831

1,162,831

966,392

5,029

93,829

19,661

1,471

10,469

20,155

17,049

28,776

184,857

162,098

478

13,177

2,304

234

433

1,304

2,195

2,634

86,577

79,029

347

4,562

323

33

92

346

654

1,191

Laoighis

66,214

59,624

486

3,635

512

42

103

285

563

964

Longford

34,295

29,579

552

2,409

442

35

39

148

351

740

Louth

110,659

98,664

419

5,208

2,325

130

359

704

992

1,858

Meath

161,910

143,901

715

10,444

1,841

121

348

788

1,597

2,155

Offaly

70,260

63,283

722

3,727

255

51

102

252

739

1,129

Westmeath

78,384

69,081

623

5,077

716

74

245

430

812

1,326

Wexford

130,648

117,912

1,138

8,310

299

49

185

329

1,021

1,405

Wicklow

124,727

110,996

538

8,315

267

105

485

748

1,396

1,877

1,153,435 1,025,536

5,382

77,232

7,320

884

2,475

6,236

10,648

17,722

Munster
Clare

108,760

95,308

665

7,520

1,124

75

211

523

1,274

2,060

Cork Co. and City

475,343

421,162

1,281

33,970

3,161

442

991

2,589

4,518

7,229

Kerry

134,782

118,344

694

10,046

578

103

199

837

1,354

2,627

Limerick Co. and
City

180,314

161,718

1,411

10,353

1,197

109

566

1,226

1,506

2,228

Tipperary

147,944

134,066

890

8,935

307

67

238

525

1,059

1,857

Waterford Co. and
City

106,292

94,938

441

6,408

953

88

270

536

937

1,721

493,572

434,406

4,908

34,608

2,956

402

739

2,804

6,071

6,678

Connacht

225,635

194,508

3,113

16,777

2,216

254

446

1,392

3,371

3,558

Leitrim

Galway Co. and City

28,672

25,379

192

2,318

45

9

24

141

297

267

Mayo

121,353

108,836

938

8,031

343

61

147

554

1,125

1,318

Roscommon

58,220

52,128

308

3,890

190

49

42

297

758

558

Sligo

59,692

53,555

357

3,592

162

29

80

420

520

977

263,748

240,201

764

15,304

998

123

303

1,120

1,918

3,017

63,323

56,646

189

4,296

276

37

87

312

508

972

144,834

133,753

365

6,976

593

63

146

618

982

1,338

55,591

49,802

210

4,032

129

23

70

190

428

707

4,172,013 3,645,199

22,369

289,041

40,525

3,793

16,533

35,812

46,438

72,303

Ulster (part of)
Cavan
Donegal
Monaghan
Total

9. Census 2006 Volume 5 - Ethnic or Cultural Background (including the Irish Traveller Community) http://www.cso.ie/census/Census2006_
Volume5.htm
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The word “immigrants” refers to those people who, not having been born in the country, come to
study, work, live, etc. Some immigrants return to their countries of origin while others stay in Ireland
making it their permanent residence.
In addition there are a number of refugees10. Refugees have a special international legal status
and protection because these people felt they had to leave their countries of residence for fear of
persecution due to their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or their
political opinions (see Article 1 of Geneva Convention11 from 1951, adopted in the aftermath of the
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Refugees living in Ireland

Second World War).
When they arrive in Ireland they are known as “asylum seekers”. If their asylum application is
successful, then they become refugees with the same rights and obligations as any other citizen.
The process to get refugee status is very long and difficult, it can even take years during which time
asylum seekers are obliged to live in what is called “direct provision”, with very little to live on. Only
about 50% of those who apply for refugee status are successful.
According to the Irish Refugee Council, between 2000 and 2005, the largest number of applications
for refugee status came from Nigerian and Romanian nationals. From the latter country, ethnic
Romanians used to apply for asylum as well as Roma people. Currently, more than 85% of the Roma
people residing in Ireland come from Romania; Roma however could arrive from Poland, Slovakia,
Hungary, Czech Republic or from any other Eastern European country. On January 1st 2007, Romania
and Bulgaria joined the European Union, acquiring thus the right to reside and move freely around
Europe. Ireland however imposed temporary restrictions on their residence12.
During 2006, 2007 and 2008 the highest number of applicants for refugee status came from Nigeria,
Sudan, Iraq, China, Pakistan, Georgia, DR Congo and Somalia13.
There is the impression that an overwhelming number of asylum seekers come to Europe to seek
refugee status. This information however is inaccurate. Countries with much fewer resources in
Africa, Asia and the Middle East receive greater numbers since many asylum seekers prefer to flee
to bordering countries. There are also large numbers of people displaced14 within the borders of their
own countries.

10 The web page of the Irish Refugee Council offers a lot of information about refugees in Ireland, please visit: www.irishrefugeecouncil.ie
11 Full text can be found at; http://www.icrc.org/IHL.nsf/COM/380-600050?OpenDocument
12 Romanian and Bulgarian nationals who arrived in Ireland after Jan 1st, 2007 need to be employed, students or be economically independent
and self sufficient to stay in the country.
13 See statistics provided by the Office of the Refugee Applications Commissioner at www.orac.ie/pages/Stats/statistics.htm
14 For more information on refugees, please see the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees web page: www.unhcr.org
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Section Three

Some religions practised in Ireland

15

(The content of this section is only a mere introduction to some of the religions practised in
Ireland and by no means is it meant to be a comprehensive account. It is also important to bear
in mind that it does not apply to all members of the different churches and religions mentioned).
The 2006 census shows that there is a significant number of religions16 practised in the state17:
2006
Religion

Persons

Roman Catholic

3,681,446 Evangelical

Church of Ireland (incl. Protestant)

Religion

Persons
5,276

125,585 Jehovah’s Witness

5,152

Muslim (Islamic)

32,539 Baptist

3,338

Christian (unspecified)

29,206 Jewish

1,930

Presbyterian

23,546 Pantheist

1,691

Orthodox

20,798 Agnostic

1,515

Methodist
Apostolic or Pentecostal

12,160 Latter Day Saints (Mormon)

1,237

8,116 Atheist

929

Buddhist

6,516 Quaker (Society of Friends)

882

Hindu

6,082 Lapset Roman Catholic

540

Lutheran

5,279 Baha’i

504

CHRISTIANITY
Christianity is the most widely practised religion in the world with two billion followers. It includes
Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Protestants, Evangelical, Anglicans, Presbyterians, Pentecostals, Seventh–
Day Adventists, Lutherans and others.
The Christian faith is based on the belief that there is a loving God known as the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit, who created all things. After being betrayed by men, it is believed that God sent his Son,
Jesus as a human being to save humankind and show them the path back to God. Jesus was a Jew who
declared he was the Son of God and the Messiah. After being accused of blasphemy and treason, Jesus
was condemned to die by Crucifixion by the Roman Governor in Jerusalem. Most Christians believe that
Jesus rose from the dead three days after being killed, having redeemed men and bringing the hope of
eternal life after death.
Some Christians believe in the second coming of Christ which will mark the end of the world when all
men will be judged by Him.
The texts where Christianity is recorded are the Old and the New Testament. The diverse Christian
churches interpret the biblical texts differently; some might follow the messages in the text in a literal
way while others regard them as a mere guide of conduct. Notwithstanding their common belief in God
and the divinity of Christ, Christian churches have many different beliefs and practices.

15 There are numerous web sites with information on different religions. Some of the web sites consulted for this sections: www.
religioustolerance.org, www.bbc.co.uk/religion, www.diversiton.com, www.adherents.com, www.birmingham.gov.uk, http://encarta.msn.com/
encyclopedia_761552895/.html, http://www.britannica.com, www.theology.ie/linksch.htm, and http://en.wikipedia.org
16 List of contacts of religions practised in Ireland can be found at the end of this section.
17 Table number 35 from the CSO: http://www.cso.ie/census/Census2006_Principal_Demographic_Results.htm
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Regarding diet, dress and prayer, most Christian churches leave it to the individual’s choice. The
day of rest is usually Sunday when many attend mass or visit the church where a service is led by a
priest, a minister or a pastor.
It is important to ask the girls if they have any specific requirements. There are many different practices
among Christian churches, for example for Seventh–Day Adventists, the day of rest is Saturday and
many avoid eating meat or dairy products. For Pentecostals everything that happens is the will of God
and they strongly believe in God’s intervention in people’s lives. For them prayer is very important
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Religious observance

and might be practised on a daily basis for which privacy is required. Smoking and drinking alcohol is
prohibited. Equally, Mormons avoid alcohol as well as caffeinated beverages (tea and coffee). In Ireland
many followers of Pentecostal churches come from the Roma and African communities.

Websites to look up with more information on religions:
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/
www.spunout.ie/health/spirituality
www.scoilnet.com/article.aspx?id=7665
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ISLAM
Islam is the second largest religion in the world, with over one billion followers. Islam means
“Submission” and “Peace”. A Muslim is a person who lives in peace with himself and others by obeying
God, Allah in Arabic. The religion was founded in 610 CE by the Prophet Muhammad from Mecca who
one night was commanded by the Angel Gabriel to recite the word of God. Muhammad was the last
human Prophet sent by God and Muslims believe that he completed what his predecessors, including
Abraham, Moses, David, John the Baptist, Job and Jesus, started.
After a few years, Muhammad became a threat to the other religions coexisting in Arabia especially as
he preached social justice for the most vulnerable and promoted struggle to improve their situation
(jihad). In 622 CE he moved to Medina with his followers where they settled and grew. The conflict with
Mecca continued and ultimately ended with the conquering of Mecca and the establishment of the Arab
Islamic estate not long before Muhammad’s death in 632 CE. Several Caliphs followed Muhammad as
leaders of the faith.
Muslim’s holy book is the Qur’an, the direct word of God. The holy book must be revered and treated
with respect. Nothing should be placed on it. It should not be touched unless your hands have
previously been cleaned. Care should be taken to ensure that it is never placed on the floor or near
shoes.
For Muslims there is no separation between religious and secular life. According to the Qur’an, Muslims
must observe the following 5 pillars or duties:
•

Faith (Shahadah)

•

Prayer five times daily, before sunrise, after midday, mid-afternoon, shortly after sunset and at
night (Salat)

•

Almsgiving (Zakat) which is paid by all Muslims for the poor

•

Fasting is observed during the holy month of Ramadan (Sawm)

•

Pilgrimage, Muslims are expected to make a pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca (Hajj)

The Qur’an also covers other rules regarding the individual, the family and the community. Muslims
are expected to follow these rules and all codes of behaviour contained in the holy book.
Religious observance
Muslims pray and worship in the mosques, which are very sparse buildings with almost no furniture
and with no representations of Allah as they are considered blasphemous. Muslims must pray in the
direction of Mecca, wearing no shoes and before praying they must wash themselves. Men and women
pray separately.
Friday is the Muslim holy day. They are expected to visit the mosque at noon for an additional prayer.
Sometimes the Imam, who is in charge of the mosque but has no pastoral role, might give talks on
Fridays.
Ramadan takes place in the ninth month of the Muslim lunar year and it is a time of fasting and
repentance. Fasting is important in Islam as it is believed that it brings Muslims closer to God, supports
self discipline and helps them to understand the poor and hungry by sharing their deprivation.
During this period, Muslims do not take liquid or food at all between dawn and sunset. The festival
called Eed-ul-Fitr marks the end of the holy month of Ramadan when families and communities came
together to celebrate.
106

permitted as long as it has fins and scales. Any other meat is permitted but it has to be halal meat,
which means that the animal must be slaughtered in a particular manner. Muslims are very careful not
to eat anything that might contain non halal animal products such as gelatine or emulsifiers.
Many Muslim women like to dress modestly and many cover themselves completely except for their
faces and hands when leaving the house. Some women might wear a headscarf (from puberty) and
others wear western clothers and do not cover their heads.
Muslims come from many different countries and areas including the Middle East, North Africa, South
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According to the Qur’an, Muslims might not eat pork or anything made with pork products. Fish is

Asia, Turkey, Somalia and Bosnia. There is a wide variety of religious practices and cultures among
18

them. Some countries might belong to the Shia tradition and other to the Sunni tradition. It should
not be assumed that all Muslims practise their religion in the same way, give it the same meaning or
have the same needs.
Leaders should be aware that Muslim girls in their Unit might have different needs, but shouldn’t
assume that they adhere to all Muslim laws, practises and holidays in a strict sense. The best thing to
do is talk to the girls and their parents about their faith and what it means to their daily lives.

Websites to look up with more information on religions:
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/
www.spunout.ie/health/spirituality
www.scoilnet.com/article.aspx?id=7665

18 While Sunni Muslims accept the caliphs as legitimate successors of Muhammad, Shia Muslims do not. They believe that Muhammad had
designated his cousin and son-in-law as his successor and that the leadership of the Islamic community should have remained within the family
of the Prophet.
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HINDUISM
One of the oldest religions dating back over 3,000 years, Hinduism is the third most popular religion
worldwide with 900 million believers. The faith originated in the Indian Subcontinent, the name
“Hindu” originally referred to those who lived on the east side of the Indus River. Hinduism is not a
single doctrine and it does not have a single founder. It is rather a combination of faiths, beliefs and
customs which have evolved during its long history.
While there are a wide variety of beliefs, practices and customs among Hindus, a common tenet is the
belief in the difference between spirit (eternal) and matter (temporary). Practised by most people in
India, Hinduism is more than a religion; it is a way of life and a social system.
Hindus believe in the immortal soul that exists in all living things. The soul is caught in a cycle of birth,
death and rebirth (samsara). Everybody must go through this cycle whose ultimate purpose is to
release the soul to the spiritual world. Hindus believe that the rebirth depends on the Karma (work),
principle of universal justice. Every action has a reaction, a cause and effect, a reward and punishment
dynamic, which determines the repetition of the temporal cycle.
Most Hindus believe in the Supreme Spirit, God, (although there are different schools in relation to
the identity of God). Hindus worship the Supreme Spirit through different deities and demigods which
possess different characteristics and roles.
Hindu society is traditionally divided into four castes (jatis) and hundreds of subcastes. This complex
system, which developed in India over centuries, is based on social groups defined by birth, marriage
and occupation. There are people who do not belong to any caste. Known as the “untouchables”,
they used to live separated from others and were considered unclean. Many Hindu reformers such
as Mahatma Gandhi fought against this system. Today, India prohibits discrimination on grounds of
caste. Notwithstanding its illegality, awareness of the caste system and loyalty to it remains, especially
among older Hindus because it provides a sense of community.
Apart from the Vedas, the oldest Hindu scriptures, there are other scriptures, the best known of which
is the Bhagavad Gita. Holy books must be revered and treated with care. They should not be handled
if your hands have not been previously cleaned and they should never be placed near shoes or dirty
clothes.
Religious observance
Many Hindus pray three times a day (sunrise, noon and before sunset). They usually wash themselves
and put on clean clothes before praying. Some women might cover their heads with a scarf while
praying. Hindus normally reserve a place in the house where they worship; they might have statues
and pictures of Hindu Gods. It is important to respect this place and behave in a reverent manner
towards it.
Hindus regularly visit the temple (mandir) where there is a pandit, a priest who performs ceremonies.
He does not have a pastoral role. The pandit sometimes can give advice and guidance on religious
matters.
Hindus celebrate their festivals and holy days praying, reading the scriptures and meditating,
sometimes also fasting. Some celebrations are very jubilant such as the Holi (celebrated in February
or March) when participants throw coloured dyes and powders over each other. Other festivals
include the Diwali, for many traditions a new-year celebration when houses and temples are lit up
with candles. It takes place between late October and the middle of November. The dates of the Hindu
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festivals vary from year to year as they depend on the lunar year.

sacred and to inflict any pain on another living thing is bad Karma. Some Hindus would eat meat but
probably not beef or pork - the cow is a sacred animal considered a symbol of unselfish love; pig meat
is regarded as dirty. While beef is forbidden, dairy products including milk, butter and yoghurt are
considered to enhance spiritual purity.
Many devout Hindus would not eat anything that means the taking of life and therefore would not
eat meat, fish, eggs and anything made from or containing them. Vegetarianism, however is not an
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Many Hindus follow different dietary restrictions. In general, Hindus believe that all livings things are

obligation, and prohibited animal products vary from one country or region to the next. For other
Hindus, products such as alcohol, onions and garlic are avoided or restricted.
Due to this variety of dietary requirements, it would be advisable to ask the girl and her parents about
her dietary needs in a respectful manner.
Many Hindu women wear a small coloured dot (bindi) on their forehead. This indicates that they are
married. Many unmarried women however, might also wear it for aesthetic reasons. Jewellery also has
special meaning for Hindu women. They should not be asked to remove any of it.
Hindus live their faith in many different ways. However, their faith may be a very important part of a
Hindu girl and her family’s life. The best thing for leaders to do is to talk to the girl and/ or her parents
about their faith and her needs.

Websites to look up with more information on religions:
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/
www.spunout.ie/health/spirituality
www.scoilnet.com/article.aspx?id=7665
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BUDDHISM
Buddhism dates back to the sixth century B.C.E. and it is based on the teachings of Siddhartha
Gautama, the Buddha, the “awakened one”. Born in Southern Nepal into privilege and power, he
renounced all that to become an ascetic. After realising his own enlightenment he went on to teach
others how to realise their own enlightenment, and founded a method, a path of practice, to achieve it.
Buddhists do not believe in gods or goddesses but rather use their own experience to achieve
enlightenment and break the cycle of death and rebirth. This cycle, according to Buddha, is caused
by our own ignorance which makes us seek happiness outside ourselves. Believing blindly in doctrine
and dogma can only distract a person from getting the state of enlightenment (bodhi). Only by having
understood suffering can a person free oneself from it and perceive a new reality. This state of peace
and happiness, of fusion with the absolute, is called Nirvana (literally “to extinguish” or “to blow away”).
According to Siddhartha Gautama there are four fundamental Truths:
•

The truth of suffering (dukkha): life means suffering

•

The truth of the origin of suffering (samudaya): the origin of suffering is attachment and cravings
which cause corruption

•

The truth of the cessation of suffering (nirhodha): the end of suffering is reachable

•

The truth of the path that frees us from suffering (magga): only by following the path (The Noble
Eightfold Path) can one free oneself from suffering and achieve enlightenment
This practical method consists of eight principles.
•

Right View

•

Right Intention

•

Right Speech

•

Right Action

•

Right Livelihood

•

Right Effort

•

Right Mindfulness

•

Right Concentration

The path is divided into three sections: The wisdom path, which includes the right view and the right
intention. It refers to the commitment to see the true nature of ourselves and the world around us.
The ethical conduct path which refers to the right speech, the right action and the right livelihood.
We are to cause no harm to others and live in a pure and transparent way. The mental discipline path,
which teaches that through Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and Right Concentration, we can develop
the mental discipline to rid ourselves of delusions.
This guide and other precepts and rules to enter Nirvana are part of the Buddhist doctrine. This
doctrine differs to the doctrine of other religions in that it is to be lived rather than to be believed in.
After Siddhartha Gautama died, many Buddhist schools of different doctrines appeared. Of all those
schools, two main schools remain today: Theravada and Mahyana.
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The Theravada school of Buddhism is practised in Southeast Asia. Theravada Buddhists believe in
individual enlightenment. They believe that every individual is personally responsible for their own
enlightenment as every person is ultimately responsible for their actions. The absolute truth can only
be achieved through the person’s experience and their practice of the Noble Eightfold Path.
Mahayana Buddhism originated more than two thousand years ago. This form of Buddhism is
most likely to be found in Japan, Korea, Mongolia and China. Mahayana Buddhists believe in the
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Theravada Buddhism is founded on the sacred teachings of the Buddha (“Tripitaka” in Sanskrit).

enlightenment of all beings. Individual enlightenment is impossible as all physical forms are empty,
void of self. They consider individual autonomy to be a delusion. Mahayana Buddhism has developed
many different ways of worship and different schools.
Religious observance
Buddhists can worship in their houses or in the Temple (Stupa). Buddhists usually have a place
reserved in the house with a Buddha statue and candles. Worship may include chanting, meditation,
and readings from texts or even playing music. Worship practices vary widely among the different
sects and forms of Buddhism.
There is a wide range of Buddhist festivities and celebrations. They vary depending on the country
and the form of Buddhism. The most important holiday is Buddha Day, when Buddhists celebrate the
birth, enlightenment and death of the Buddha. It takes place in May on the night of the full moon.
Theravada Buddhists celebrate the new year on the first full moon day in April and it lasts for three
days. For Mahayana Buddhists the new year starts on the first full moon day in January. New year
celebrations vary significantly between countries.

19

Many Buddhists are vegetarians but not all; some avoid meat and dairy products, while others
only avoid beef. It varies among groups and individuals. Due to this diversity within Buddhism, it is
imperative that leaders ask girls and their families about particular needs they might have.

Websites to look up with more information on religions:
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/
www.spunout.ie/health/spirituality
www.scoilnet.com/article.aspx?id=7665

19 For more information on festivities, visit: http://www.urbandharma.org/udharma3/holidays.html
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JUDAISM
Judaism is one of the oldest religions, its origins date more than 3,500 years back and it is practised
by 12 million people around the world.
Jews believe that there is only one God and that the purpose of people on this earth is to honour and
serve Him. Devout Jews view their life as a ritual of observing the commandments and the study of
the Torah, the Jewish scriptures.
The Torah states that Hebrews are the direct descendants of Abraham, chosen by God, and with whom
He sealed a covenant. Abraham and his people, by recognising that there was only one God, became
the chosen people and the rightful owners of the Land of Canaan. The rite of circumcision of all of
Abraham’s male descendants sealed the contract; this rite is still performed today. Later, according to
the Old Testament, Moses saved Israel from the persecution of the Egyptian Pharaohs by parting the
waters of the Red Sea. After this, God entered into a new covenant with Moses. This new covenant,
containing more than 600 commandments, laid down a detailed system of rules by which Moses’
people were to live by. The most important were the first Ten Commandments (important also for the
Christian tradition). Judaism is directly linked with the Promised Land and the people from Israel.
The history of Jews has been one of persecution, exile (Diaspora), suffering and almost extermination.
Millions of Jews were killed during Hitler’s Third Reich in Germany when he systematically tried
to wipe out all Jews in the 1940s. In 1948 many of the Jews who had spread all over the world at
different periods of persecution arrived in Palestine, after British colonial power left and gave them
the control of the area.
The Torah which literally means “teachings” is one of the holy books in Judaism, also known as the
written law. According to tradition its content was revealed directly by God to Moses. It consists of
5 books and it is known as the Old Testament for Christians (with some variations). The Oral Law,
consisting of the legal and scholarly comments made by Rabbis over centuries, is called the Talmud.
As in other religions, there is a wide spectrum of beliefs and ways of observance within Judaism.
Orthodox Jews believe in the preservation of the ritual and doctrine as it was in its origins as well as
in the uncompromised adherence to the rules and code of behaviour of the holy books. The Reform
and the Liberal Jews are not as conservative, permitting a looser interpretation of the Scriptures and
allowing for the adaptation of the rules to the modern world. Some other Jews do not hold any such
religious beliefs.
Religious observance
Devout Jewish people must observe not only the laws and the rules as individuals, but their conduct
within their family and the community is also very important. Group worship is recognised as essential
for the right way of life. Collective worship can be carried out anywhere. The Synagogue is not a
consecrated building or a Temple. During services in the Synagogue (led by Rabbis) Jewish males are
required to wear a small headpiece called yarmulke.
Jews pray twice a day, in the morning and in the evening. Orthodox Jews recite particular prayers for
every situation. Privacy should be provided and respected.
Another way of worship among Jewish people is to follow the Dietary Laws as set out by the Hebrew
Bible. The strict observance of these rules will depend on the religious beliefs of the person.
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rules are:
Kosher meat comes from an animal that chews a cud and has cloven hoofs (sheep and cows for
example). The animal must be slaughtered in a certain way and all blood should be drained from

•

the meat.
••

Shellfish and pork are strictly forbidden.

•

Fish is permitted as long as it has scales or fins.

•

Poultry is kosher if it follows the special rules of slaughter and preparation.

•

It is prohibited to consume dairy products at the same time or shortly after eating meat.

•

Separate utensils are required for dairy and non-dairy meals
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Kosher means that the food is “clean” and has been treated in line with Jewish Laws. Some of the

The Sabbath is the day of rest; it starts at sundown on Friday and finishes after sunset on Saturday.
Many Jews do not work or execute any activity including driving, switching on/off electrical
appliances, answering the phone etc.
All Jewish festivals start an hour before sunset on the eve of the festival and end after the nightfall of
the following day. Some of the festivals include:
•

Rosh Hashanah ,the Jewish New Year, occurs around the middle of September/October. Like the
Sabbath, it is a day of rest and the same restrictions should be observed.

•

Yom Kippur , Day of Atonement, falls 10 days after Rosh Hashanah. It runs from sunset to sunset
and many Jews would fast during this time.

•

Pesach or Passover , celebrated in spring, it lasts 8 days and commemorates their escape from
Egypt. Some Jews do not eat leavened breads or foods containing fermented ingredients such as
vinegar or ketchup.
• Channukah (Hanukkah), occurs early to mid December. Known as the Festival of Lights, it lasts
for eight days.

For more conservative Jews, modesty is very important. Some Jewish women always keep the arms
covered to the elbows and their legs to below the knees.
Jewish people observe Judaism and its laws in different ways. Leaders should be aware that girls
in their Unit who are Jewish might have different needs. They should not assume that they adhere
strictly to all Jewish laws and holidays. They should ask the girl or girls and their parents in a
respectful way.

Websites to look up with more information on religions:
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/
www.spunout.ie/health/spirituality
www.scoilnet.com/article.aspx?id=7665
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Practical tips and notes for
Leaders on religions
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CHRISTIANITY
Understanding
Christians observe Christianity and its laws in different ways. Be aware that within your Unit there may
be diverse beliefs and needs. The best thing to do is talk to the girl and her parents about their faith
and what it means to her daily life, particularly her Guiding.
Lent
Lent is traditionally a period of fasting or penance, and many Christians choose to abstain from
luxuries or activities they enjoy. They may also choose to add an activity which they feel will draw
them closer to God, for example studying passages from the Bible or doing charity work.

ISLAM
Modesty in Islam
Modesty, in both dress and in manner, is a defining characteristic of Islam. Muslims recognise this
element of their faith in different ways, and for women this may mean variations of hijab (Arabic for
‘covering’).
Muslims often have different opinions of what appropriate hijab is. Some cover their body completely
with traditional gowns and scarves, while others simply choose to wear a dupatta or hijab with more
contemporary clothing. Some women do not wear any traditional coverings at all, but choose to
express their faith and modesty in other ways.
If women do choose to wear hijab, they don’t usually do so until they reach adolescence. In girl–only
spaces, such as a Unit meeting, it’s more acceptable to be without hijab.
•

Hijab: a term for a Muslim woman’s dress code. This is also the name for a headscarf which is
wrapped around the head and then fastened under the chin.

•

Dupatta: another type of head-covering, a headscarf that is more loosely wrapped around the
head, neck and shoulders.

•

Burqa: a veil which covers the face and head but not the eyes. There is also a style known as the
‘Afghan burqa’ which is a full head, face and body covering.

•

Niqab: any kind of face veil.

•

Shalwar kameez: an outfit consisting of a long tunic and trousers.

•

Jilbab: a long flowing gown.

Go to www.muhajabah.com for a glossary of other useful Islamic terms.
Halal food
Halal food is, for practical purposes, the meat a Muslim may eat. Most meat – except for pork – is
acceptable as long as the animal is slaughtered in a certain way. In cities you should be able to find
halal butchers and other halal suppliers, though in rural areas it may be more difficult. If you can’t find
halal meat, try serving vegetarian food instead. For more information go to : www.islaminireland.com

20 Adapted from Girlguiding UK’s “Contemplate” resource 2007
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Ramadan is the most important fasting period of the Muslim calendar. Generally, Muslims don’t begin
the practice of fasting until they reach adolescence. Whether a girl is fasting or not, however, it is a
very important time for prayer and family, so Muslim girls may not be able to attend meetings during
this time. Talk to the girl and her parents about what is appropriate during Ramadan.
Going away
Muslim Brownies and Guides love going away to camp just as much as anyone! And just like any other
group, as long you work with the girl’s parents to meet their specific needs, there shouldn’t be any
problems.
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Ramadan

Understanding
Muslims observe Islam and its laws in different ways. Be aware that Muslim girls in your Unit might
have different needs, but don’t assume that they adhere to all Muslim laws, practices and holidays in a
strict sense. The best thing to do is talk the girl and her parents about their faith and what it means to
their daily lives, particularly regarding Guiding.

HINDUISM
Diet and fasting
Hindus do not eat beef (the cow is especially revered in Hinduism), and many are vegetarians
(including eggs, fish and gelatine). Strict Hindus may also avoid onions, garlic, mushrooms and red
lentils. Those who do have dietary requirements will also need food cooked in separate dishes to avoid
any contamination.
Some Hindus fast during important times like Janamashtami. The Janamashtami festival marks the
birth of Krishna, an incarnation of Vishnu and the most highly respected God in Hinduism.
Others may abstain from certain foods. There are also rituals specific to the different groups within
Hinduism.
Some Hindus abstain from certain foods at certain times of the year. For example, when the moon
is waxing or waning, some Hindus will not eat grains, beans or lentils. As there is a great variety of
dietary requirements for Hindus, it is best to talk to the girl and her parents about her needs.
Prayer
Some Hindus pray three times a day, and if you’re going away with Hindu girls you may need to
accommodate this. A Hindu girl will need a private space, and may need a plate, cup of water and
spoon. She may chant on beads, sing, read or meditate. She may also offer food on an altar. Talk to the
girl’s parents about her prayer needs.
Dress code
Some Hindu women have a red dot (bindi) marking on their forehead and should not be asked to
remove this. Some Hindu women keep their heads covered during prayer and at certain other times to
express modesty.
Mourning
Hindus have elaborate funeral rituals lasting up to 11 days and may not be able to come to meetings at
that time.
Understanding
Hinduism is a very diverse religion – Hindus live their faith in different ways. Be aware that within your
Unit there may be diverse beliefs and needs. The best thing to do is talk to the girl and her parents
about their faith and what it means to her daily life, particularly regarding Guiding.
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BUDDHISM
Be inclusive
There may not be any outward signs that someone in your Unit is a Buddhist, so the best approach –
as with any group – is to be inclusive and not assume all members are of the same faith, or even any
faith! Buddhism does not have one God like Christianity, Islam and Judaism, so prayers may be more
difficult to adapt. Instead, put the focus on personal spiritual reflection.
Diet and fasting
Buddhists don’t believe in harming or killing any living things, so most are vegetarians. If you’re going
away, ensure there’s enough vegetarian food to meet everyone’s needs. There are no prolonged,
prescribed periods of fasting, though some short, customary periods of fasting may occasionally
occur during some festival days.
Games and contests
Some Buddhists don’t believe in competing with each other. For example, some Buddhists love
sports, but don’t keep score! Don’t pressure young Buddhists to ‘win’ or ‘beat the other team’. What
may motivate and encourage them though is ‘doing the best they can’ and working hard to help and
support the rest of the team.

JUDAISM
Keeping it kosher
Kosher food is food that has been selected and prepared in accordance with guidelines from the
Torah. Beef and lamb are kosher meats because sheep and cows are four-footed creatures, which
have divided hooves and chew the cud. Pork is not a kosher meat because a pig does not meet these
criteria. Similarly, fish must have fins and scales. Chicken is kosher, but “birds of prey” are not. For
more information, go to: www.jewishireland.org
The Sabbath
A weekly holy day of rest, the Sabbath lasts from sunset on Friday to sunset on Saturday. Depending
on how strictly they observe the Sabbath, Jewish people may not work, operate machinery - including
light switches – or push and carry things.
Buddy system for the Sabbath
A leader in Girlguiding UK has developed a ‘buddy system’ for activities on the Sabbath. ‘We teamed
a Jewish Brownie up with a non–Jewish Brownie and that buddy was able to do all the craft work’,
she says. ‘The Jewish Brownie took home exactly the same items that all the other Brownies made
on the day’.
Understanding
Jewish people observe Judaism and its laws in different ways. Be aware that girls in your Unit who
are Jewish might have different needs, such as only eating kosher food, but don’t assume that they
adhere strictly to all Jewish laws and holidays. The best thing to do is talk to the girl and her parents
about their faith. Some starting questions might be:
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•

Does the girl have any special dietary requirements?

•

Is she able to take part in activities on the Sabbath?

•

Are there any fasting days she participates in?

•

How would these impact on her activities in the Unit?

1

African Choir

Tel: (01) 838 9708
Email: info@stpetersphibsboro.ie
Web: www.stpetersphibsboro.ie

Bahá’í Faith

Tel: (01) 668 3150
Freephone: 1800 441 919
Email: bahainfo@iol.ie
Web: www.bahai.ie

Baptist Union

Tel: (01) 497 4798
Email: grosvenorbaptist@eircom.net
Web: www.grosvenorbaptist.org

Buddhist Centre

Tel: (01) 453 7427
Email: info@buddhism.ie
Web: www.buddhism.ie

Evangelical Church
Tel: (01) 283 3711

Greek Orthodox

Tel: (01) 677 9020
Web: http://annunciation.orthodoxireland.com

Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland
Tel: (01) 2080000 / 260 3740
Email: info@islamireland.ie
Web: www.islamireland.ie

Islamic Centre Dublin

Islamic Foundation of Ireland
Tel: (01) 453 3242
Email:info@islaminireland.com
Web: www.islaminireland.com

Jewish

Tel: (01) 668 3695/ 679 3524

Tel: (01) 490 5969
Web: www.jewishireland.comhttp://
www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/vjw/
Ireland.html

Church of Ireland (Anglican)

Jewish CommGroupy Offices

Christian Science

Tel: (01) 475 4817
Email: www.stpatrickscathedral.ie
Web: admin@stpatrickscathedral.ie

Church of Jesus Christ of the
Latter Day Saints

Tel: (01) 492 3751
Email: irishcom@iol.ie

Lutheran Church in Ireland

Tel: (01) 490 5657

Tel: (01) 676 6548
Email: lutheranchurch@eircom.net
Web: www.lutheranireland.org

Congregational Church

Methodist

Telephone: 493 2913

Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses
Tel: (01) 457 3057
Also at:
Tel: (01) 864 1197

Coptic Orthodox Church
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Tel: (01) 668 0833
Web: www.irishmethodist.org

Pentecostal (Irish Assemblies of God)
Tel: (01) 671 4276
Email: office@stmarks.ie
Web: www.stmarks.ie

Tel: (01) 286 6809
Hindu- Vinayaka Hindu Temple
Ph. 086 8881905,
Fax: 01 6715564
http://www.irelandvinayakatemple.org/index.htm
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Presbyterian

Tel: (01) 497 6985 office hours
490 5142 all other hours
Web: www.cccdub.org
Also at:
Tel: (01) 475 2858
Web: www.adelaideroadchurch.org

Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
Tel: (01) 668 3684
Email: office@quakersinireland.ie
Web: www.quakersinireland.org

Roman Catholic

Tel: (01) 874 5441
Email: procath@dublindiocese.ie
Web: www.procathedral.ie

Romanian Orthodox

Tel: (01) 811 9269
Web: www.orthodoxireland.com

Russian Orthodox

Tel: (01) 496 9038
Email: stpeterstpaul@stpeterstpaul.net
Web: www.stpeterstpaul.net

Salvation Army Church

Tel: (01) 874 0987
Web: www.salvationarmy.org.uk (For UK &
Republic of Ireland)

Seventh Day Adventist

Tel: (01) 497 4325
Email: info@adventist.org.uk
Web: www.adventist.org.uk (For UK &
Republic of Ireland)

Sikh Temple

Tel: (01) 667 1558

Unitarian Church

Tel: (01) 478 0638
Email: info@unitarianchurchdublin.org
Web: www.unitarianchurchdublin.org
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Africa Centre

9C Lower Abbey Street,
(Methodist Church Building)
Dublin 1
Phone: 01 865 6951
Email: info@africacentre.ie
www.africacentre.ie

AkiDwA – African Women’s Network
29 Gardiner Place,
Dublin 1.
Phone: 01 814 8582
Email: info@akidwa.ie
www.akidwa.ie

Amnesty International Irish Section
48 Fleet Street,
Dublin 2.
Phone: 01 6776361
Email: info@amnesty.ie
www.amnesty.ie

Association of Refugees and Asylum
Seekers in Ireland (ARASI)
213 North Circular Road,
Dublin 7.
Phone: 01 838 1142
Email: arasi@eircom.net
www.arasi.org

Children’s Rights Alliance
4 Upper Mount Street
Dublin 2
Phone: 01 662 9400
Email: info@childrensrights.ie

Éan (Emigrant Advice Network)
30 Carmichael House
North Brunswick Street
Dublin 7
Phone: 01 877 9011
Email: info@ean.ie

Equality Authority

2 Clonmel Street
Dublin 2
Phone: (01) 417 3333 and 1890 245 545
Email: info@equality.ie

Equality Tribunal (The)
3 Clonmel Street
Dublin 2
Phone: 01 477 4100
Email: info@odei.ie
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Exchange House Travellers Service
61 Great Strand Street,
Dublin 1
Phone: 01 872 1094
Email: info@exchangehouse.ie
www.exchangehouse.ie

Family Diversity Initiative (The)
c/o One Family Cherish House
2 Lower Pembroke Street
Dublin 2
Email: info@familydiversity.ie

Human Rights Commission
4th Floor, Jervis House
Jervis Street
Dublin 1
Phone: 01 8589601
Email: info@ihrc.ie

ICOS - Irish Council for
International Students
41 Morehampton Road,
Dublin 4
Phone: 353-1-660-5233
Email: office@icosirl.ie

Immigrant Council of Ireland
2 St. Andrew Street,
Dublin 2.
Phone: 01 674 0200
Email: info@immigrantcouncil.ie
www.immigrantcouncil.ie

Integrating Ireland

The Immigrant Network,
17 Lower Camden St,
Dublin 2,
Phone: 01 475 9473
Email: info@integratingireland.ie
www.integratingireland.ie
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International Organization for
Migration (IOM)
7 Hill Street
Dublin 1
Phone: 01 87 87 900
E-mail : iomdublin@iom.int

Irish Chinese Information Centre
57-58 Smithfield,
Dublin 7.
Phone: 01 872 7312
Email: chanmullen@yahoo.com

Irish Refugee Council

88 Capel Street,
Dublin 1.
Phone: 01 873 0042
Email: refugee@iol.ie
www.irishrefugeecouncil.ie

Irish Traveller Movement (ITM)
4/5 Eustace Street,
Dublin 2.
Phone: 01 679 6577
Email: itmtrav@indigo.ie
www.itmtrav.com

Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland
19 Roebuck Road,
Clonskeagh,
Dublin 14.
Phone: 01 208 0000
http://islamireland.ie

Migrant Rights Centre Ireland
55 Parnell Square West,
Dublin 1.
Phone: 01 889 7570
Email: info@mrci.ie
ww.mrci.ie

NASC

The Irish Immigrant Support Centre,
Enterprise House,
35 Mary Street,
Cork,
Phone: 021 4317411
Email: info@nascireland.org
www.nascireland.org
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National Consultative Committee on
Racism and Interculturalism (NCCRI)
3rd Floor, Jervis House,
Jervis Street,
Dublin 1.
Phone: 01 858 8000
Email: info@nccri.ie
www.nccri.ie

Pavee Point Travellers Centre

46 North Great Charles Street,
Dublin 1.
Phone: 01 878 0255
Email: pavee@iol.iewww.paveepoint.ie

Refugee Information Service (RIS)
1st & 2nd Floors,18 Dame Street,
Dublin 2.
Phone: 01 645 3070
Email: info@ris.ie
www.ris.ie

Roma Support Group Ireland
Pavee Point Travellers Centre,
46 North Great Charles Street,
Dublin 1.
Phone: 01 878 0255
www.romasupport.ie

SPIRASI (Spiritan Asylum
Services Ireland)
213 North Circular Road,
Phibsboro,
Dublin 7.
Phone: 01 838 9664
Email: info@spirasi.ie
www.spirasi.ie

Volunteering Ireland

Coleraine House,
Coleraine Street,
Dublin 7.
Phone: 01 872 2622
Email: info@volunteeringireland.ie
www.volunteeringireland.ie

Youth Action against Racism and
Discrimination (YARD)
3 Montague Street,
Dublin 2.
Phone: 01 478 4122
Email: yard@nyci.ie
www.youth.ie
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